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OBJECT TYPES AND SYNTAX

 

# Type Example

0 Real Number -6 HEZEES
1 Complex Number (.5, =1.57)
2 String "Hi there!"
3| Real Array (121

[ 24 1]
4 |Complex Array [[ (1,8} .5 -.5) 1]

[ ¢-.5.5) @, 12 11
5| List £ 3.14 "PI" 3
6 Global Name H
7 Local Name B
8 Program « T 11 » =
9 Algebraic Object '4#m#r*¢"

10 Binary Integer # EFACL1h
11 Graphics Object Graphic 131 = 64
12 Tagged Object Ansuwer: 42
13 Unit Object B_hr-dy
14 XLIB Name #LIB 543 3
15 Directory DIR ... END
16 Library Library 444:
17 Backup Object Backup MYDIR
18 Built-in Function SIM
19 Built-in Command CLEAR,
20 Int. Binary Integer <123d>
21 |Extended Real # |Lona Real

Extended Cmpl. #

Linked Array

Character Object

Code Object

Library Data

External Object

External Object

External Object

External Object  Long Complesw

Linked Array
Character

Code
Library Data
Ewternal

Ewternal

Euternal
Ewternal

To test an object’s type, put the object onto the stack

and execute TYFE.

To test a named object’s type, keyin its ' name' and
execute YTYFE.

Fora list of all objects of a given type in the current

directory, key inthe desired type# and execute TWARS.

Foralist of all objects in the current directory, execute

YHRS.

Object Types and Syntax 1



THE CommAND LINE AND THE STACK

Entering Objects onto the Stack

To perform arithmetic and other operations on an ob-

ject (of most any type), you must put the object onto

the stack. To accomplish this, youfirst build it on the

command line, then press [ENTER), which putsit onto

the stack atthe bottom (level 1) pushing all otherstack

objects up a level, and clearing the command line for

the next building session.

If you err while typing on the command line, use («4)or

(»]to move to the offending character(s), then or

(«)to erase them. Or abort the whole thing via (CANCEL)

((©oN)). Or, use the menu and its various other

cursor movement tools and editing options:

(28)"
£5KIP[SKIP3 £DEL|DEL*INS+2TK

skips the cursor to the farright; deletes
everything to the right; likewise to the left for

and EJTIM. If you toggle the key off (so that
the white square disappears from the menu item), the

cursor becomes square and will type over characters

rather than inserting between them.

Delimiters

Bearin mind that you can actually build more than one

complete object on the command line prior to press-

ing (ENTER). To separate successive objects, put a de-

limiter character between them. For example,by typ-

ing (1JsPC)(2]sPC](3]sPC)(4ISPC] (5] (ENTER), you would
be entering five objects onto the stack at once; each

would go on in the order you typed it. The most com-

mon “all-purpose” delimiter characters are the comma

and the space (as used here), but the syntaxes of

many specific object types (see page 1) include other

distinctive beginning/ending characters thatcan serve

as delimiters, too.

The Shift Keys

When typing on the command line, you'll soon dis-

cover that there are far more commands and charac-

ters available for entering objects than there are act-

*Menu numbers, such as this 28, are discussed on page 10.
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ual keys. The machine therefore uses 3 shift keysto

alter the meanings of many keys: (&), () and ().

The purple (&) key changes most keys’ functions to

those labelled in purple above the keys; likewise for

the () key and the green labels.

(o) transforms the keysto the alpha keyboard, which

offers accessto alphabetic characters and other sym-

bols (some appearing at the lower right of the keys).*

Any two of the three shifts may be in effect at any time,

except (9Hp), thus extending the keyboard’s func-

tional range nearly six-fold. Note that when any shift

isin effect, its symbol appears inthe annunciatorarea

atthe top of the display, which gives many such status

signals (e.g. X means “calculation in progress”).

Note also that a shifted mode usually lasts only one

keystroke (e.g. you may press(&)or (), then just one

other key before that shift mode ends)—unless you

hold the shift key down. Butpressing will lock on

alpha mode;it then takes a third (o) to unlockit.

Editing an Object Already on the Stack

To alter an objectthat is already entered on the stack

(level 1), just press (q]EDIT—without starting a com-

mand line first. This sends the level 1 object to the

command line for modification—which you then do

exactly as if you had just now keyed it all in. After

making the changes you want, press to place

the edited version back at stack level 1. If you botch

the editing process and would prefer to restore the

original level 1 object, ((CANCEL)) aborts the edit.

Altering the Stack—the Common Commands

exchanges objects on stack levels 1 and 2.**

erases the object on level 1 and drops all re-
maining objects down a level.**

clears the stack of all objects.**

When the command line is clear, does a [OUP
command—duplicating the level 1 stack object onto

level 2 (and pushing everything else up a level).

*See page 11 for more about the various characters and how to type

them. Note also the reference keyboard on the front coverofthis book.

“*To save keystrokes with this command, the (&) key is unnecessary if

the command line is clear(i.e. if (), («) and are inapplicable).

The Command Line and the Stack 3



Most other stack commands are various exchanges,

shifts or duplications, which you can do two ways.

The Interactive Stack

(©JMENU) (or just (a)) starts the interactive stack,

where you can move a pointer (using(a)and(v)) to any

givenlevel. Forexample, press(&JCLEAR)and do this:

(3JENTER] (1]ENTER) (7JENTER) JENTER) [ENTER). The 3
you entered is now out of view, up atlevel 5. To move

up the stack to see it, press (a) to activate the interac-

tive stack pointer, then just (a]a]a]a).

Notice the menu items that appearin the interactive

stack. Move your pointer down to level 1 (v]¥]¥]v)),

then up to level 3 ((a]a)). Now try these menu items:

=T sends the contents of the current levelto the
editor, where you can edit it without disturbing other

objects on the stack. Use to accept the change

(or [CANCEL) notto). copies the current level's
object down at level 1; all other entries will shift up a

level (now you should have sixentries). [FTTHM sends
the current level's object to level 1; the entries below

it shift up one level. sends the current level’'s
object down a level; the previous contents of level 1

take its place. “echoes” the object at a stack
level to the command line. (The item in the
(JEDIT) menu also starts the interactive stack to let

you use [3HI['}.) (CANCEL) returns to the normal stack.

(73)
[OVERROTROLL[ROLLD]PICK|DEPTH
TTTTGE)T

The (&]STACK]) menu offers stack manipulations simi-

lar to the interactive stack, but you indicate the de-

sired level with a command argument, not a pointer.

Error Recovery Features*

The operation (also commonly known as

“Last Stack”) returns the stack to its status just before

the last operation. Other related commands: (=]ARG)

keeps yourlast result on the stack but returns the last

arguments used by the HP 48G/GX. offers

the last four command line entries for retrieval.

*Because these features consume time and memory to maintain, they

can be deactivated—see the («<5JMODES) menu under RxlEIN.

4 THE HP 48G/GX Pocker GuiDE



ARITHMETIC AND PosTFix NOTATION

“Crunching” Numbers on the Stack

Every good calculator should do arithmetic quickly

and easily. HP calculators pioneered a very efficient

style of operation called postfix notation (a general-

ized version of the method known as “RPN”"), in which

you put the arguments on a stack first, then perform

the operation last. This precludes the need to use

parentheses—any intermediate results simply “float”

in the stack until needed. Here are some examples:

Add 26 + 82:
Subtract 86 - 32: 6]ENTER)(3)2)(—]

For a negative number, use (+/-): (2]+/=JENTER).

Multiply 62 x 45:

Divide 85 + 20: (8]5ENTER)(2]0)(=)

Raise 42 to the 5th power:

Take V20:
Square 25: (2]5)(e[x?)

Find the reciprocal of 85: (8]5)(V/x]

Calculate (5+2)*: (5]ENTER)(2)(+)(3)(Y¥

Calculate 5 + 2%

Calculate 6\10: (6ENTER)(1)0)(x)(X)
Calculate (21+7)**: 1]JENTER)(7)(+)(4[ENTER)(5)=)
Find sin(25): (2]5]SIN)

Find arctan(1): (1){&JATAN

Find log(2) (common log—base 10):

Find In(3) (natural log—base e): (3)[>]LN
Find e': (1)o](q)e¥

Postfix Notation—Everywhere in the Machine

Again, note the postfix notation method in the above

calculations: Arguments first, operation last. And

note also that the arguments are consumed by the

operation. For example, after adding £& and 3, you
getonly the result (1HZ) on the stack; the arguments,
£t and B2 are gone. This is true in generalfor oper-
ations throughout the calculator (whether or not you

expectany stack results): If an operation uses any ar-

guments, you put them on the stack prior to executing

the operation. The arguments are then consumed

(regardless of results). For example,to set the dis-

play to 2 decimal places, you use the F Icommand,
withasthe argument: JENTER))]F| X« ENTER).
The argument is consumed (and, in this case, no new

result objects appear on the stack).

Arithmetic and Postfix Notation 5



(VAR), VARIABLES AND NAMES

Storing Objects in Names

 

If an objectis on the stack, you can nameit (i.e., store

itin a name): Position the object at stack level 2 and

the desired name at level 1, using algebraic apostro-

phes aroundthe name (e.g. ' name'). Then justpress

(sTol. Name and object (the arguments) disappear

from the stack, but the name appears as the newest

(left-most) item in the VARiable menu, which you see

via (VAR]. This menu (which is menu #2) shows the

names of all objects stored in the current directory.

Examples: To store the real number 93 in the name
UUIZ, press (e]3)ENTER)(e[QWZ)()ETO)

Tostorethevector[ 3 4 1inthe name TRI, press

(eJtals]sPc]4] (LeJeJTIRI1(](sTO)

To store the algebr. expression 'L*l' inArea, press

("TelLIX]e]WIENTER)(o][e<)ALRIELA)(«(STO)

To store the name BIIIZ in the name TEST, press
('JeJoJo[ulZ) [TeJoJTIE[SITI]STO)

Invoking Names

In any menu, including VAR, a menu item is just a

typing aid, a shortcut for typing the name and press-

ing (ENTER). So pressing a VAR menu keytreats that

name like any other name—it evaluates it, putting its

contents onto the stack (or executing it,if it's a pro-

gram). So, afterthe above examples, pressing IETTER
(or typing (@)a]QJU]1)Z)ENTER) will put 93 onto the
stack. By contrast, to put a name onto the stack with-

outevaluating it, you must enterit as an algebraic ob-

ject: ("IEITER (or ()@lQ)u)1)Z)) ENTER.

Note also that you can use (&) to store and ()to recall

VAR name values. So (again, using the above),

(SIETTEH is the same as (9)9)EnTER)(IETTEN (STO).
And JIETTEH is the same as ([ JIETTFE=)RCL).

Purging (Erasing) Names

To purge a name from the VAR menu in the current

directory, putthe ' name' onthe stack and use(<5]PURG).
To purge a group of names at once, put the names

into alist (and the VAR menuis a typing aid here, too):

(QOETERETN. .., etc., [ENTER), then use(<4]PURG).

6 THE HP 48G/GX Pocker GuIDE



Using Names Wisely

Names may not contain delimiter characters nor be-

gin with numerals (8-9), but they may be quite long
and include lowercase letters and other non-alpha-

betic characters. But the VAR menu can display only

the first 4-5 characters in each name—and only up-

percase representations of letters. So let your names

be distinct (and descriptive) within the first few char-

acters. For example, TEST and Test are both valid
names, but they’ll both appear as onthe VAR
menu. And OBJECT1 and OBJECTEZ are both valid
names, but they'll both appear as [[2N[3M.

ReservED NAMES AND CONSTANTS

You should avoid using some names for general-pur-

pose storage, because their contents are interpreted

by the calculator for certain specific purposes:

ALEMOAT Current data for current alarms.

CST Current contents of custom menu.
EL) Current equation used by SOLVE & PLOT.
EXPR Current expression, symbolic operations.
e (Symbolic constant*) £. 71823182346,
IERR Uncertainty in current integration.
IOPAR  Current parameters for I/O operations.**
i (Symbolic constant*) (B, 1.
MAXR  (Symb. const.*) 9. 99999939999E499.
MHrpar  Data of currently saved Minehunt game.
MINR  (Symbolic constant*) 1.E-499.
Mpar Current equation set for Mult. Equ. Solver.
Mmines Current number of mines in Minehunt.
PICT Current contents of graphic display.
PPAR Current parametersforplot operations.
PRTPAR  Current parameters for print operations.**
YPAR Current parameters for viewing 3-D plots.
ZPAR Savesprevious PPHE for zoom operations.
der...  Indicates a user-defined derivative.
nl, nZ, ...Integer coefficients used by I50L.
51, 52, ... Sign coefficients used by IS0L and GUAD.
T (Symbolic constant*) 3. 14159265359,
Z0AT Current matrix of data usedfor statistics.
=PAF. Current parameters for statistics calc.

*Contents of this name cannotbe changed ([STo) gives an error); display

result depends on Flags -2 and -3 (see page 78).

**Interpreted this way in the HOFME directory only.

(VAR), Variables and Names 7



MEMORY), DIRECTORIES AND PATHS

The machine’s memory is organized into a hierarchi-

cal tree of directories, which you construct. Each

parentdirectory can have one or more subdirectories

belowit. Those subdirectories, inturn, can be parents

to their own subdirectories, etc. Here’s an example:

HOME

DIF1 EIILGE DIR3

DIRH DIRE rMizC

LOERE

To build this example structure, you’d start at the built-

inHOME directory (press (=]HOME)), and use CROIFto
create the other directories (as with most commands

involving names, you entereither a group of namesin

atl list Torone'name' atatime): (q[(a]e)D[1]R)

spcIp] 1IR)2)sPc]D]1JR]3JENTER[]C]R] B
(ENTER. Those three directories now appear in the

VAR menu of your HOHE directory (press (VAR)). Note

how directory menu items resemble tabbed folders.

Press lEM. This new directory is empty —nothing
stored in it yet. Now create one sub-directory, MIZL:

(aJoJCIRID)1[R)(ENTER).
Similarly, createNFif and DIREinDIR1 : Press(—[HOME),

thenMto move to that directory. Then:

(«[D]1RJAIsPc)(DL1JR]B]SPC] (e]eJc]RID]1]R)
(ENTER). Now press Rillil and create one subdirectory,

KORK:: (oc[W[O]RIKIENTER@@CRIDI1RIENTER)
The current directory (where puts named ob-

jects) is simply your currentlocation, which you change

by moving about in the tree. (<JUP) moves you up a

level at a time.) Note how the annunciator area dis-

plays the complete path of the current directory (and

the FATH command will produce that pathlist on the
stack forhandy storage and/or quick navigationlater).

A directory structure helps organize your information,

but more importantly, it helps to shield named objects

from accidental “clobbering” during unrelated opera-

tions. When given any name to evaluate (execute),

the HP 48G/GX first looks in the current directory for

that name. If it doesn’t find it there,it looks upward,

one level at a time, along the path (toward HOME). So

any named object stored in a directory in the path of

8 THE HP 48G/GX Pocker GuiDE



the current directory is “visible” (usable) from the

currentdirectory; allothernames are “invisible.” Thus,

inthe example, all names inK1 are also visible from

DIEA, DIRE and HOEE, but notfrom OIR2, DIR3, MIAC,

orHOME. And, as with the built-in (command) names,

all names in HOME are visible from all directories.

To erase an empty directory, you can use the key-

board command (&[PURG) ( just as for other named ob-

jects). But to avoid grievous errors, for a non-empty

directory, you need the non-keyboard FGOIFE com-
mand. Thus,to erase the example structure, first go

HOME (o)HOME) then put{ DIR1 DIRZ DIR3 Xon
the stack and use PGOIE. (You could use (&)PurG)on

'0IRE" alone,butit's easier to do it all at once.)

(©]MEMORY

The application offers a self-contained in-

put screen that allows you to move, copy, edit, create

or purge any named object in memory. As with most

such application screens, you use the arrow keys ((a),

(v), («Jand (»)) to move the highlight bar around, then

(EnTeR) orLT to accept your selections. You can
select more than one object by using the tool.

(70)
MEM[EYTESINEWDO]|DIE[ARITH

PATHCEDIR [PGDIRVARS|TVARS|ORDER]
INANeT

(72)

[sINY[SMEG[sCON][[HMEM]

The menu has 2 commands for measur-

ing memory storage and data accuracy: [MEM mea-
sures the free memory (in bytes) left in your machine;

EYTES measuresthe size (in bytes) and accuracy(a
binary-integer checksum) of a given object.

(71)

This menu also has two main sub-groups: Iis
a collection of directory commands. Along withPHTH,
CRDIR andFGOIR, you get commands that are useful
for working with the VAR menu display (JROER re-
orders that menu; YARS and TWARS put the menu—or
a subset—onto the stack as a list of names). Com-

mandsin the other sub-group, EIAEL], allow you to
perform arithmetic directly with on object stored in a

name—no need to return the object to the stackfirst.

(MEMORY), Directories and Paths 9



Menus

Menus are typing aids—nothing more. Using a menu

key toinvoke a name is simply a quick way to enter the

name; command line or menu, the result is the same.

Don’t confuse menus with directories: Directories are

the partitioned areas in memory where object names

are actually stored; menusarejustselectedgroups of

name-typing aids collected in the display foryourcon-

venience. The names represented by a menu might

actually be stored in various directories (and as noted

on pp. 8-9, the result of invoking any name, via menu

or otherwise, depends on that name’s actual storage

location in relation to the current directory path).

The VAR menu is often confused with a directory, be-

cause itstyping aids are for allthe names stored in the

current directory; if you move to a different directory,

you see a different VAR menu. This gives the (false)

impression that, to invoke a name, you must be in the

directory where that name is stored. No. Youcan in-

voke any name (typed “longhand” or via menu—no

difference), as long as that name is stored some-

where in the current directory path. For example, all

built-in command namesreside, in effect, “at HOME,”

so that you can indeed invoke them from anywhere.

(If invoking a name required you first to move to its

actual storage location, you'd have to press

before invoking any built-in name—not very handy.)

Menus can have more than one “page”(i.e. more than

six typing aids); you reach the other page(s) via

or (GJPREV]. There are over 100 pre-defined menus

(and you can build your own, too—see p. 38). All pre-

defined menus are numbered for use with the MEML
command. (Those numbers are shown herein beside

each menu diagram.) For example, the 2nd page of

the (&JCHARS) menu (#62—see opposite) is denoted

62.02. So, instead of moving there via (&[CHARS)(NXT),

you can use bZ. B2 as the argument for MENL.

One final thought: The keyboard itself is also a sort of

menu. ltis, after all, just another collection of typing/

entering shortcuts. But notice this about its design:

The (oJ)-shifted version of a key often gives a handy,

fill-in-the-blanks application screen; and the (&)-shifted

version of the same keyoffers a pre-defined menu of

related programmable commands.

10 THE HP 48G/GX Pocker GuIDE



The screen lets you adjust machine modes

(some signalled in the annunciator area). You select

options via[, (or(NxT[AFE3) and espe-
cially [IXTE, which explains each mode.

(&xJMODES) (63)

(64)
DGTTTD
IIAB77T

(65) [NTEM
[DEG =]RAD|GRAD[KECTE|CYLIM[SPHER]
TT[[woDE]

(66)
GTN

REZET]| |MODE
(67) I8

KCLE [DELK [MODE]
(68) [widall]

MEMU] C£T |JTMEM|RCLM- MODE

FEONBBrE0A0R
iwFoel[|||MODE]

The menu simply offers an GG/I3
format for setting the various calculator modes shown.

(69)

CHARS

offers screens showing the ASCII NUurber

(n-255) and keystroke (if any) of all machine charac-

ters (and note that this book’s front cover offers a par-

tial reference). IR and IEZM let you move be-
tween the four screens. You browse via the highlight

box and arrow keys, and you can any char-
acter to the command line if you wish. exits.

(62)
REPL PO:SIZEWUFCHE

[TNENEXTICTTNATI

The menu offers commands that are useful

in building, analyzing and dissecting a character

string, including such things as finding its length, ex-

tracting or substituting substrings within it, and remov-

ing its first character. For more details on any particu-

lar command, see the Command Index (pp 41-77).

Menus, and 11



PLOT

lets you draw some 15 types of mathematical

plots, including simultaneous and 3-D plots.

Example: Plot tan x. Press (2]PLOT), highlight TYPE:

and press [4,]!]!] to see your choices.

1. Highlight Furnct ion and press IFTEEL
2. Set radians mode (highlight :; or (+/9).

3. Reset default parameters (center on the origin,

use coordinate axes, and put an axis mark every

10 pixels, representing 1 unit): Press (NxT)33,
select Fe=et pliot and press INTEN.

4. Next, highlight Ez: and type (")(TAN]@]X)ENTER).

Now, you can leave the default viewing scale or

-AUTOZCALE (which samples x-values to
estimate a y-range), or enter specific vertical and

horizontal ranges. For now, leave the defaults.

5. Press I3 (to clear prior plot), and [TTIRE.

After a first plot, you'll want to adjustit at the

screen (press to see the main PLOT screen).
At PLOT OPTIOME, you set the calculation (not the

view) range for the independent variable (the default

isthe view range). You can also set connectedmode:

If _.COMMELTED is unchecked, only 1 pixel per column

is lit on the plot; if -COMMELTED is checked, additional

pixels are litto give the graph a continuous look.* (Try

repeating the above with _COMMECTEDL unchecked.)

Interactive Graphing Features

Once you've drawn a plot, the arrow keys move a set

of crosshairs.** toggles the crosshairs to “invert”

(white-on-black) if needed. Press or(+ and
crosshair coordinates appear below (press any menu

key to return the menu labels). Use to put the
crosshairs on the graph. Press again for co-
ordinates of a point on the graph.

Look more at the interactive menu: The fii[gll folder

offers tools for rescaling your view. H:thf4 lets you

draw a box to show a desired viewing window;

*In the example,it only appears that “vertical asymptotes” have been

drawn; the plotter has just connected the pixels across the asymptotes.

Note, however, that if such a discontinuity falls exactlyon the coordinate

of a column of pixels, the graph won’t connect over the discontinuity.

**[ENTER) puts the crosshairs coordinates on the stack, but note: those

are pixel coordinates—not necessarily a point on your function graph.

12 THE HP 48G/GX Pocker GuIiDE



lets you set horizontal and vertical zoom factors (the

default is 4), then [Tl zooms in by these factors;

zooms out (or you can scale each axis sepa-
rately via IIELN, [HTH,EERNand [EATH).B
squares the view (so a pixel is the same scale hori-

zontally as vertically); resets to default view-
ing ranges ([-6.5.6.5] x [-3.1,3.2]); centers the

screen on the crosshairs; autoscalesthe verti-
cal range. [HI3H] sets x-axis “tick” marks 1 unit apart
(so apixel =.1 units); sets them 10 units apart;
and m/2 units apart. isthe “undo zoom*
key; restores the interactive graphics menu.

The folder has interactive tools for analyzing

functions: puts the crosshairs on the nearest
root, displays it, and tagsit (on the stack); cal-
culates the derivative of the function at the crosshairs,

displays it,and tagsit. Press IEIi3il once to mark the
lowerlimit of integration at the crosshairs (use to

movethis “mark”); pressi3lagain to compute the
definite integral from that lower mark to the current

crosshairs position, display it, and tag it (integrating

right-to-left gives the negative ofleft-to-right).
snaps the crosshairs to the nearest extremum, dis-

playsit, and tags it. IIIEEH finds the function’s value
at the crosshair location, displays it, and tags it. Use

I to find the function’s derivative and graph it

with the original function; press I3l again to plot
the 2nd and 1st derivatives, and the function; etc.

Plotting Multiple Functions Together

To plot more than one function together on the same

graph, enter them into the Ei: field as a list (example:

£ 'THMCHY Y "STNCHY ' 1), If _2IMULT is checked in
the PLOT OPTIOM:= screen, all functions are drawn in

one sweep;if not, they’re drawn in successive sweeps.

Plotting “Split-Defined” Functions

A “split-defined” function’s definition depends on the

input. Example: ' IFTECR£], B, 1-82" (“Ifx< 1,
then use x*, elseuse 1 —x”) TryitasaFurzt iom
plot—default settings (but disable connected mode).

Other Plot Types

Use a Tritb plot type to shade regions that satisfy
inequalities. Example: 'SINCH#Y1£.5' (Use de-
fault parameters—and be patient.)

13



Use a Ciomiiic plot type for circles, hyperboli, para-
boli, orellipses. Exmpl.: ' 4¥R*E-3#{+Y*Z-4=R"
View from—&. Stof. T (H:)and—3. 2 to 3. 1 ().

Use a Pl ar plot type for functions dependent on

a central angle. Example: 'RE=3#5IN(Z.5*8)' To
plotthis, change the independent variable tod and set

its starting and ending values to & and 1 2. & (= 4n).

Use aFar-amet11 plot for function pairs related
by an independent parameter. You enter the func-

tions in the complex form x(¢) +iy(t). Example: To plot

"HOTI=T#COSCT2" and "Y(TI=TSINCT)' you en-
ter ' T#COSCTI+i#T#5IMCT)'. ThenT is your inde-
pendentvariable; set H-VIEM: at E to . 23,

Menu-Based Plot Functions

Most programmable plot commands are on menus,

too (see the Command Index for individual details):

(81)
PTVPE|PPARECERASE]DRAR[DRAL)
30=TAT[FLAG[LAEAL]AUTOINFO

(82)
[FUMC|CONIC[POLAR]PAkA|TRUTH]DIFFE
flm_—---_

INDEPDEPM HENG[YENG]RES JRESET
[CEMT[CALE]%14¥HAHESJATICK]
[PPAELINFOL|||PLOT

PTYPE[vPARE&:[[PLOT|
(85)

SLOPE|HIKEF]Y5LICPCOMSRID[PARSL
TTTT3]

(86)
BTTTTRAT
[EYEPT|MUMY [WUHYYPAF[REZET]IMFO
IDNeT

(87)
[PTYPE|pATA[ZPAR]|[PLOT]

(88)
EAk[HISTO[SCATT][[SThT|

(91)
E+E-[CLE[ZoaT[ [:SThT|

(83)

(84)

(89)
blO e[ (] F:E'.EET

TT 1T11s7aT]
(90) G

LINFI [LOGFI| EXPFI|PHEFI|EEZTF| ZPAF

(92)
ATTV II 0T
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SOLVE

will numerically* solve a general algebraic

equation, a differential equation, or a linear system

(and two otherspecific kinds of algebraic equations—

polynomials and compound interest). In each case,

you key in either the equation orits coefficients—as

it equates to zero—then solve for the variable(s).

Example: Find all roots of 4x*~11x-7. Press(—>]SOLVE

and selectS0 1we pold.. Now key in the coef-
ficients (including zeroes for any missing terms) as a

vector: [ 4 B =11 =7 1. Then, with the highlight
on the kOOTs: field, press EINMS.... The roots will ap-
pear as the terms in a vector—either real or complex

—both in the kOOT:: field and tagged on the stack.

(Note that you can get a symbolicversion of either the

polynomial or its solution(s) on the stack if you press

while highlighting the desired field.)

The linear system option (A * X = B)is similar, except

that you key in a matrix (A) of coefficients, plus a vec-

tor(B) of constants, then solve for vector X.

(74)
(e[sowvE)offers amenu-based solver(called SOLVR).

The mechanics are simple: Store your equationinEll,
then start SOLVR. Toindicate aknownvalue, justkey

itin and press the desired menu key; to recall a value,

press (@) and then the desired menu key; to calculate

a value, press (& before the desired menu key.

(75)
BTRTEEE.T

(30) BN
(menu items will vary with contents ofE))

(76)
[KKFKRK|RKF3|RRES|RKFE[RZEER]
T11IsoLvE

(77)
PrOOTIPCOEF[PEVAL]|[sOLVE

(78)
ITNII.T

(79)
TTTTIT

(80)  HINI
CeO=vR]R 1(PHTICFe1R
CEvEI]

*To solve an equation symbolically for any particular variable, use

Isolate war. orSolwe gquad. in (B)sYMBoLC).
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(42)
(G LENG
McMMMYDFTIN
MPCPCLYEAlKMHMI
WMMIUE[CHAIM]KDFATHFTUZ
ATTI(=TTO

BTITNTR
RTTT(STT

RNEFINEIEEINRER
L|GALU|GALC]GAL@TPT

EELEUPKJFEM]||
(46)

¥E0DHJMIN]£HZ
(47) B3
RPATRTCET
c|eaTI

[KGGLE02|5LUG]|LET
BTVNA5A(7T
ATTNSIR

(49)
EETR

|J |ERG [KCAL] CAL |ETU [FTELE
BTSTTI.N

WeT[]
(52)
BGTARAR
LTI[TIII

(53)
(ooKok||

¢ACcaFK|
BTTAT

9 ANGL

IITGT
(56)
BRITR
BTSIRD

TTTTT
IINIR

(58)
TINN

(59)
CONY [UEASE] UVAL [UFACT[>UNIT]|

(44)

(45)

(48)

(61)

(54)

(57)
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To attach, convert or combine physical units of mea-

surement, use the application:

To attach a unit object to a real number (or another

unit) object, just press the desired unit's menu key.

This multiplies the given object by the desired unit.

Example: To form £.5%_cm (“2.54 centimeters”),
press (2][5]4) (]WIEIEI

To attach the inverse of a unit object to a real num-

ber (or another unit) object, press (=) and the desired

unit’s menu key. This divides the given object by the

desired unit. Example: To form 1.2_"F-E (“1.8 de-
rees Rankine per Kelvin”), firstpress (1]-8)(=UNITS)

B, then just press(>.

To convert a unit object to another (equivalent) unit,

press (&) and the desired unit's menu key. Example:

To convert 26. 21875_mi (“26.21875 miles”)to kilo-

meters,firstpress(2)6]~|21]8)]7)5)[>)uns[EH
BTN, then (QIEEM. Result: 42.134338_km

Additionandsubtraction of units require like dimen-

sions. The result units are those of the second argu-

ment. Example: To add 2 feetand 3inches, press(2)

(oJonims)(KTMG)M)(result: 27_in).
But now reverse the arguments: (3)(=Junms)[T
1IN (result: Z.29_f1).

You can multiply or divide any mix of units just as in

real-number arithmetic. Examp/eTo multiply 25 g by

8 ft/s2, you would press (2 G|
(&)onTsMETHNEE-mTIHE
o/HEM. X. Result: THA_g#ft3¢

To convert a mixed-units result to Sl base units,

you can use IBASE (available on the (<3[UNITS) menu).
Example: To convert ZHH_g#f1+3*Z (continuing
from the above example) to Sl base units, just press

(qIuNTS)IEEHET. Result: . HBEIE_|g#m-s7E

The COMVYERET command offers another way to con-
vert a unit to any equivalent unit: Given the original

unit, just key in the desired unit and use CONYERT.
Example: To convert . HEHIE_lg#m-5*F (continu-
ing fromthe above example) to the equivalent pounds

of force, key in 1_1bf and press (&unTs)T
Result: 1.37A43531714E-2_1bF*

*Thus you really have three ways to convert between equivalent units:

The ()-shifted (>JUNTS) menu items; the CONYERT command; and (a
quick trick) adding zero of the desired units (e.g. above: H_1bf ().

UNITS 17



(4)

®)

° )

= )

—
_ 8)

(10)

(11

(12)

(14)

(19)

(20)

(21)
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(3)

RECTa[CVLINISPHERL]|

[MAKE[NDRM[FACTR]COLROWL30:
k5DEGYJEGUL[*DIAGIDIAGS]]
MAKE

COW10NTRWROM[RANM]SIZE

1[[[MATK
NOEHM
AES[SMEHMENRM[CNER]SRADCOND
[EANE]DETJTRACEl|[HATE]

[RREF]LUL@FJSCHUR]SuD
(e1[|[HATE]

TTRTTT
kswpl[|[MATK]

[SLISTIELISTITLIST]SORTJREVLILADD
I

SINH[AZINH]COSH[RCOSH]THNH[RTAM
[EXPHMILNPL]|]|

%*CH=TMINMaRMO0
AESSIGH[MANTIHPON]1P|FP_|
ITT T

HEX[DECOCTEINK*EB3R
EVTE]  [STHZ[RCHS

(N[

|AND |OF |8O |NOT ||ERZE
BlT

TTITTTS

[RLESLE]SkERREJEASE)

[COMEJPERM]![RAND]KDZ2|
[UTPCJUTPFJUTPHUTPTJNDIST]

FFTLFFT]||||

INTTTRT
[SIGHMEGJeONa]|

E[a.r18]1Joo1d]w3141
[MINE[1E-4]MAxk]8.998]||
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Mostofthe HP 48G/GX’s math commandsare grouped

together under the key. Recall that with most

types of objects, you do arithmetic or other operations

just as you would with real-number arithmetic: First

you put the argument(s) on the stack, then you select

the operation; the result replaces the argument(s).

Here is a brief overview of the various command

groups (but for more details on a particular command,

see the Command Index on pages 41-77):

The vector commands (under {{3813) let you build,

calculate (and even change the coordinate system)

with 2D, 3D,or n-D vectors (syntax: [ 1).

The matrix commands (under [EEEIA) let you build
and calculate with nxm matrices (syntax: [[ 1),
including various factors, diagonals, least-square cal-

culations and Eigenvalues.

The listcommands (under [[MERM) offer element-by-
element procedures for summing, multiplying, sorting

and reversing the elements in a given list (list syntax:

£ 1). (See also list commands under (Prc) IMEN.)

The hyperbolic math commands (underIof-
fer the 3 basic hyperbolic trig functions and their in-

verses, plus high-precision versions of LN and EXP.

The real numbercommands (under [XETM) include
percentage and modulo calculations and commands

that extract portions of real values (rounding, abso-

lute value, integer and fractional portions, etc.).

The binary integercommands (under [EFE) allow
you to build, alter, and do logical calculations with bi-

nary integers (syntax: #...)—and choose the format

and extent of their display.

The probabilitycommands (under[calculate
permutations, combinations, factorials, pseudo-ran-

dom numbers, and various probability distributions.

Thefast Fourier transform (llZ3ll) commands do
just that—compute fast Fourier transforms.

The complexnumbercommands (under [Mg[J8) let

you build, take apart, conjugate and negate complex

numbers (syntax: ( , ).

The constants menu (under [RTEN) offers typing
aids for entering the various values and names of the

machine’s built-in constants (2, i, 1, MAXE and MINR).
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EQUATION

Pressing [EQUATION) starts the EquationWriter, an

alternate form of command line useful when entering

algebraic expressions or equations. Instead of the

normal command-line approach to expressions (i.e.

usingthe ' expr' format), which relies on hard-to-read
parentheses, the EquationWriter lets you write ex-

pressions in a more familiar textbook (“chalkboard”)

form. So,instead of ' 1J L 3*A*E+4=B*Z 1-5=HYFP'

!

Note, however, that this formatiis foryour eyes only—

and only while you’re working with this command line.

When you press ENTER), the finished algebraic expres-

sion will take its place on the stack in the usual ' expr'
syntax, parentheses and all.

for example, you'll instead see —SHyp .

The mostimportantkey when usingthe EquationWriter

is (»]. When building an expression, you must use (»]

to move to the next “component” of the expression.

Thatis, you use (») to exit a denominator or get “out-

side” a set of parentheses, a radical sign, an expo-

nent, etc. Example: Use the EquationWriter to enter

LSHyp

Start the EquationWriter: (<5JEQUATION). The stack

disappears (but notthe menu key labels). Now watch

your screen as you do these keystrokes:

BFABOENOEFAB000EENOOIENE

Notice how (»)(»)(»] exits first the final exponent, then

the radical, then the denominator. Note also that you

can use implied multiplication (i.e. omit the key-

stroke) with single-letter variable names only. When

you're ready, sends the expressionto the stack

(just like the other, “normal” command line). There

the algebraic object appears in its usual line format:

VLl CAEAMERN1-0xHYP

To edit an algebraic expression already on the stack,

you could press (GJEDIT), as usual, to send it to the

normal command line. But to send it instead to the

EquationWriter, press (or just (v)) instead.*

([ VEW] is like (q]EDIT), only smarter: Depending on the type of object,

‘—[VEW sends it either to the EquationWriter(for algebraics), the Matrix

Writer (for arrays), or to the normal command line (for most other types).
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SYMBOLIC

Enclosing an expression in algebraic syntax, ' ',

suppresses immediate evaluation of the result; you

must press [EVAL) explicitly. This lets you build and use

symbolic expressions with variables.

Example: [([1)+[eJX|ENTER) (youget ' 1+5");
(‘1-1"); Result: 'C1+HI*(1-H1!

To calculate with such expressions, use (=]SYMBOLIC).

It offers you a choice of six different calculation tools,

with a screen for each.

Solving a Quadratic Equation

Example: Solve symbolically for the (principal) solu-

tion of the quadratic equation 5x>~ 11x+2=0. Press

([©2JSYMBOLIC), use (¥) to highlight Zolwe quad..,
and press I[AM. In the EXPE: field (the arrow keys
willmove the highlightaround), use the EquationWriter

orthe command lineto enter 23¥#™2—11%5+2. In
the wnk: field, enter X (uppercase—it must match your

expression). In the KESULT: field, put Sumbio] 1o
(use the box and () as necessary). Select
PRIMCIPHL solution by putting a +(via FEi{oiTd). Now

you're ready to solve, so press Il... '#=¢

Whenyou getyourresult, you also get the (<[SYMBOLIC]

menu, which offers othertools for altering, expanding

or using an algebraic expression (see the Command

Index, pages 41-77, for individual details):

(93)
COLCT| ERPAIS0LGUAD ZHOM [TAYLR
+MAT]+HMAT]*2*@w]||APPLY

oot]]

Now repeat the above quadratic sample but request

the general solution.... The 51 variable appears in

the solution as the + in the quadratic formula. To get

either of the two specific solutions, you store a—1 or

1 into the name =1, then request a numeric solution. *

The otherfive tools in (=]SYMBOLIC) have similar input

screens—note the self-explanatory prompts for each

field. More examples follow on the next 4 pages.--->

*You're actually altering the states of Flags -1 and -3 via the KEZULT: and

PRIMCIPAL: items on the quadratic input screen. Always bear in mind that

the states of Flags -1, -2 and -3 can affect the evaluation of a symbolic

expression—see page 78.
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Isolating a Variable*

Example: To solve sin x=0: Press(>)SYMBOLIC), then

select =1 at & war... Enterthe expression into
EXPE: ("JSINJa]X)(ENTER). InV¥ak:, specify the variable to

beisolated: (o]&)(X)ENTER). Then, with _PRIMCIPAL un-

checked—to get the general solution—pressI
Result : '®=1868#n1"' (or'®¥=w#nl). Thenl isapar-
ameter representing an arbitrary integer; any integer

multiple of 180° (r radians) is a solution.

Computing Taylor Polynomials

Example: Find the 5th-degree Taylor polynomial of

sin x about x = 0. Press (&[RAD)(>)SYMBOLIC), then
select Taglor FPolyd... Enterthe expressioninto
EXPE: ('[SN[a]X)[ENTER); in ¥AF:, specify the variable to

be isolated: (a)(X)[ENTER). Inthe ORDEE: field, enter (5).

Be sure that the KESLLT:field says Sumbiol 1C and
press IITAM. Result: '#-1-31#5"3+1-51%475"
(Press(¥)to see it more clearly in the EquationWriter.)

The Tadlor Pold., tool can calculate expan-
sions only about x = 0, but you can also use it for cal-

culations about x = a by using variable substitution:

You re-express your function in terms of another vari-

able—say, ll—where x=w+a. Then calculate the ex-
pansion and re-substitute (w=x-a). For simpler func-

tions, you can do the initial substitution by inspection;

for more involved expressions,it's easier to let the

machine help you: Just store the substitution 'l+a'
(you choose the numerical value of a here) into the

variable 1. Be sure that the variable Il does not exist
in the current directory path.

Example: Find a 4th-degree Taylor expansion of In x

about x = 1. By inspection, you can replace In x with

In(w+1). Now find its expansion around w=0: Press

(=)symBoLic)and select Tadulo Polud... Nowput
"LHCL+12" in the EXPE: field, M in ¥ak: and 4 in
okpEk:, and pressA (Result: 'bl-.5#p*E+7
A1 #h~3-6-41"4 ) Now make the re-substitution:

XI=J1JENTER) (1)W]STO) the expansion.
(And now you may want to use the rationalizing tool,

{1, to simplify the decimals into fractions—press (<)

(symeoLic) NxT) IEIM). Again, (v) shows the result
more clearly (use (») and (< to scroll as necessary).

*I=olat e war.., works only whenthe desired variable appears just
oncein the expression (any level of order); So 1we quad.., worksfor
a variable with multiple occurrences but no higher than second order.
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(3) AND DIFFERENTIATION

To take a derivative, use D'if ferent iate..,
(under(2)SYMBOLIC)) or the command & (via (=)3)).

Numerical Differentiation

Example: Find the slope of 1/xat x=2.7183. Press (D)

(symsoLic), then selectD'it f erent i at e.. Enter
the EXPE: (']1]=]a]X]([ENTER]. Specify the variable in

Yak: (o)X)ENTER). SetkEsULT: toMumer1c (use
if needed); and intheYALUE: field, enter(2]-7]1]8]3).

Now press IFL[HM. Result: —.1353....

@ can do the same thing on the stack: First, enter the

expression ('1-¥' here), then the variable, ('’
here). And for a numeric derivative, store the value in

#: (7GRETER(@)(XISTO). Press (2)3).

Symbolic Differentiation

Example: Find the slope of 1/x at any point. First for

a symbolic derivative, you purge the variable name—

'%' here (and you must do this throughout the cur-
rent path): (*Jo)x]&JPURG). Then proceed: Press()

and select'ifferent 1ate... Enter
the EXPR: ("[1)=]o)(X)ENTER). Put the variable in ¥k:

(@]X)ENTER). SetkEsULT: to Sumbiol i (use if
needed). Press IN[E. Result: '-(1<8*Z)"

& does the samething on the stack: Enter the expres-

sion ('1-1"), the variable, ('#'), and press (=]3).

Stepwise Differentiation

Example: Find the slope of(sin x)/x at any point.

First, for a symbolic derivative, you must purge the

variable name, '#' ("JoJX]<JPURG)—and you must
do this throughout the current path. Next, set FAD

mode (if it's not set already). Now press

and select it f erent iate.. Next, enter the
EXPE: ("JSINo]X)(»X]JENTER); then put the variable

of differentiation (+4) into ¥ak: (a]X)ENTER). Finally, set
RESULT: to'Sumbio 1 1C (use(+/5)ifnecessary). Now,
at this point, instead of pressing (which would
do the completedifferentiation), press BT...
Result: 'dHCSINCE)Y 1H=-SINCH I #aR(1B2

Now just press repeatedly to see each step in

the differentiation.
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Implicit Differentiation

When unable to express y explicitly as a function ofx,

try implicit means. Example: If x* + y*=9, find dy/dx.

First,purge '®' and '"'' fromthe current path. Next,
enter the equation—so thatit says “y is a function of

x” TEMEHY TR 1*E=9" —then the variable, ', and
(@]3). Result: 'Z#A+deri, 112+(H1=A" . The
expression detf' (¥, 11 means dy/dx, which you now
isolate: Editthe equation, replacmg-:ir—-r"lJ¥ 10 with,
say, [(and (1 with simply ). After substitution:
'y2EY=R" Solvefor 0Y: ("[a)B)a[Y)ENTER)
(lsymeouic) HENTMETRS. Result: 'D'Y=-(x-"1"

Partial Differentiation

The HP 48G/GX can take partial derivatives of multi-

variable functions. All variables except the variable of

differentiation are treated as constants (if you don'’t

express them as being functions of the variable ofdif-

ferentiation—unlike implicit differentiation, above).

 

AND INTEGRATION

To compute an integral, you can use the J command

(via ([@)Y)), or Imt.=at-at 2.(under (>]sYMBOLIC).

Numeric Integration
1

Example: Find ,Jrlt. Try the EquationWriter,
+1?

0

 

which is very handy for integrals: Press

(0> [ENTER].
This puts 'J(H, 1, 1-C1+T*22, T1', the algebraic
form, onto the stack. Now press onceto see the

integral before substituting numeric limits:

"TECATAMCT 2-aTCTaa 1 (T=12
—CL=CATAMCT2aTCTad [ (T=R@21"

Use (EVALJagain until you geta numeric result (=. r254).
This is an exact integral, an explicit antiderivative, but

sometimes leaves an expression still containing

an integral (e.g. 'J(H, 1, e®=(H"21, K1'); the ma-
chine can’tfind an antiderivative. It knows antideriva-

tives for most built-in functions (and their derivatives),

and it automatically does simple linear substitutions,

but not much more. However, you can still get a good

result via numerical estimation....
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Example: Repeatthe above example, but use]-Num]

instead of (EVAL. Note the appearance of HITIH in

the VAR menu. The number in IERR is a likely bound
on the maximum error in the estimated integral; the

accuracyis set by the display mode: More digits offer

more accuracy (andincreased calculation time). Com-

pare results with a display set to STD, then FIX 2.

To evaluate a multiple integral, key it in just as you

would write it—one integral nested inside the other—

and, again, the EquationWriteris handy for entering.
4

Example: _J J 2xy dy dx

0¥l
Then use or(EVAL) as usual(though you may

need more repetitions of (or even EXPAND and
COLCT) to get a final explicit result if indeed possible.

To evaluate an improper integral (where the limits

maybe infinite), change variables. If x is unbounded,

one handy transformation is w =tan"'x. Then tan'(xeo)

= +71/2, and fix)dx =f(tanw)(1+tan’w)dw.

Symbolic Integration

. Xl . 1T 1Example: Integrate J — du. First,purge T' and'#
t

1

from the current path, then use and se-

lect Int.earate.. Put'1-T' in ExPR:, T invak:,
linLD: and ¥inHi:. SetkESULT: to'Sumbaol ic, and
Il Result: '1#(LNCT)-aTCTII(T=H)-(1%
CLMCT2-aTCTaXI(T=12)". Press(EvAL: 'LMCx2!

Example: Find the antiderivative of 3(x+5)>. Purge

'"H' from the current path, then use and
select Imt. egr-at. ... Enter ' 3#(¥+0)"2 " in EXPER:,
& inwak:, B inLD: and B inHE. Put Sumbiol 1into
the REZULT: field, and press IITHM. Result:
"RCRADIMEHL DCCE+]DRI+) [ (R=H)
=3ORI(241 0(O1R(H+000 ) | C=H00 1
Now, don’t press yet. First, discard the second

part of this result—that for the zero lower limit:

I[EFEN (GROPIDROPIDROP).  Now press (EVAL.
Result: ' 3*((#¥+51*3-31" (Youcan further simplify
this via [F{ZLY and from (€]SYMBOLIC).)

These examples work because their integrands have

easy antiderivatives. For an integrand that doesn’t,

you can get a symbolic approximation: Integrate the

Taylor polynomial approximation of the integrand.
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(MATRIX), (STAT) AnD (2]
Although its name seems so similar to the statistical

commands (such as Z0AT, £+ and £-), the & com-
mand (available via([>]£)) is notdirectly tied to statis-

tics; you can use & to sum any finite series.

Example: Sum the first k powers of 2 (2°+ 2! ... + 2%):

Enter 'N', then B, then 'K', then '2*N', and (©)Z);
or: Enter 'Z{N=H, A, 2*N}' —and you can use the
EquationWriter to do this. Any way you do it, it means

“Find the sum of 2" for all integers n from 0 to k.”*

Contrast that with the true statistics functions, which
all relate to the matrix (array) of data currently stored
in the reserved name ZDAT. Recall that an array can
contain either real or complex values (see page 1),
and that you can enter an array on the stack directly
viathe [[ 1] syntax.** Butthere’s also a specialtool
for easy matrix entry and editing:

Example: Enter the following test score matrix and
name it TESTS: 64 80 97 88

79 53 67 75

93 88 90 93
55 64 70 77

Press to start the MatrixWriter. Its menu
lets you choose how wide each column is (via KIS0
and [IER) and how the cursor moves after each
entry (either across, with [EVER; down, with [ETEEE;
or nowhere, with and IE['ES0).*** Forthis ex-
ample, set5TD notation, leave the column width as is,
and enterdata by row (i.e. use [H1EXD):
JENTER)(9)JENTER](88JENTER), then (¥] (this estab-
lishes the column count in the matrix; from now on, the
machine will know when to begin a new row, so you
can finish data entry uninterrupted);

(ENTER] 7JENTER]JENTER]3JENTER), etc. An ex-
tra exits the MatrixWriter and puts your com-
pleted matrix onto the stack—just as if you had keyed
itinthere. Now nameit: ("o]o]TE)S)(TIS)ENTER|STO).

*Note that the nature of your result (symbolic vs. numeric) will depend

onthe states of Flags -2 and -3. See page 78 for more about those flags.

**A vectoris also a kind of array—though it hasits own syntax, [ 1;
depending on the circumstances,it can be treated by the machine as

being either a row matrix or column matrix.

“**And the 2nd page of the menu has tools to add/extract rows/columns.
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Now suppose your data represent exam scores—3
midterms and a final exam—for each of 7 students.

Example: Compare the mean and (population) stan-
dard deviation of the first exam (column 1) with those
of the final exam (col. 4). Press and select
Single—war.. Atthe Zoat: field, use to
indicate the matrix named TEST'S. Then settOL: to
1, mvPE: toFPopulat ion, the _MEAN and
-5To pEYfields, and press THll. Tagged results go
ontothestack (Mlean: 73.4Z...;5td Deu: 15.84...).
Just repeat this process (but use col. 4) to compare.

Not:ce the other calculation options you have under
S 1mgle—war.,statistics (-TOTAL, -MAKIMUM, etc.).
Also explore the other handy (2)STAT) tools:

Frequencies.., lets you study data distribution
by defining bins—intervals of value—then calculating
how many data pointsfall into each bin.

Fit dat a.. examines correlations between any 2
designated columns of data in ZDAT. You can try lin-
ear, logarithmic, exponential or power-curve models.

Summarydg st at s, computes the often-used
quantities Xx, Xy, Xx?, Xy? Xxy and Xn (for any 2 col-
umns you designate as x and y in ZDAT).

Note that, although most of the matrix-building and
mathematical matrix-crunching commands are of-
fered via (MTH), the matrix statistical commands are
under (&)STAT) (see the Command Index, pp. 41-77,
for individual details on these commands):

(96)

(97)
T+E-[CLE[ZoRT] [STAT]

HMODL ZPAF [REZET] INFO
IINNeT

(99) [EIrm
LINFI [LOGFI| EXPFI|PLREFI|EEZTF| EPAF

WAk[PEDEV|PYAR]|STAT|
(101)A

ScATRl|STAT]
(102) IZIM

ZLIME|LF[PREDH|PREDY]CORECOV
(pcov][][sTAT]

(103XA
NEEEA
IIe
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(22)
(23) EEEH
GATTT(TS
TTIII

e4) WA
[IF_|THEM[ELZE|END[ERCH]

@5 EA
[CASE|[THEMEND|[ERCH]

(26) BIIA
START|NERT [STER]||ERCH

(FOR [WEXT[STEF] ||ERCH]

D0[UNTILJEWD ||[ERCH]
(31)

WHILE[REPEA]EMD||ERCH]
(32)
TTT
"ANDDRWOKNOT|SAME]TYPE]
EEEEEEEREE
[TIINNSB

(33)

ERAEEOAT
[TYPE(9TYPE]||||

(34) HMEH
[ELEM|PROC[DBJ*[#LIST]SUEREPL

35 EEEE

[HERDTRIL|||LIET]
(36)

[DOLIZ[DDSUE]NSUE|ENDS[STRER|REVLI]
[SORTSEG||LIET]

(37)
[3GRO|ELANGOR[GRORSUEREPL
(SLCD|LCD* |SI2E[ARIM]||

(38)
[PICTPDIMLINE[TLINE]EDXARC
[PIRON FIAOFPIRT[PYIEW]PR3CC3PR

(39) I
INFORNOYA[CHODS[INPUTKEYHAIT
LTIINSS

(40)
[FYIEM|TEXT[CLLCD]DISP[FREEZ|MEGE
BEEF]||||

(41) EITH
[DEUG55T[S5T4-[MERTHALTKILL
TIAIS

(61) [Hdd43

[DOERK|ERENERRM]ERRO[LAZTA|IFERR]

[IFERFTHEWEL3EEND[ERROE
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You'll find most of the commonly used postfix pro-

gramming commands collected in groups under the

key. Recall that all postfix commands consume

their arguments before leaving their stack results (if

any). Here is an overview of the various groups, with

some highlights noted (for more details on a com-

mand, see the Command Index on pages 41-77):

The program branching commands (under IEFE)
let you build programs that make execution decisions

“on the fly,” testing values or conditions and directing

program control according to the results of those tests

via constructs such as I[F-THEM-ELSE, START-STEF,
FOR-MEST, OO-UMTIL, WHILE-FEFEHT, andCHSE state-
ments. Notes: Thetestthattriggers abranching deci-

sion may be of any length; the sole issue is whether

its ultimate resultis zero (false) or non-zero (true). For

program repetitions (“loops”), use “TART orFOif you
know the number of repetitions; use [or WHILE if
you don't.

The testcommands (under[ltest the states of
flags or compare values, allowing decisions (such as

program branching—see above) during program ex-

ecution. Notes: The logical tests (HMO, OF, HOF and
MOT) let you form compound tests by combining what
would otherwise be separate tests. Two of the flag

tests (FSTC and FLTC) clear the given flag after test-
ingits status. The two equality tests, == and SAI'E , are
similar except when testing algebraic objects.

The typecommands (under[EETI) offer commands
that form various object types from their constituent

parts. Notes: As for the converse, the one necessary

command—an all-purpose object de-constructor(for

most object types)—is [IE.l+. Also, two commands
(TYPE andYT'PE) test the type of a given object (see
also page 1).

The list commands (under ERM) offer two groups
of commands. Those in the first group manipulate

just a single given element in a givenlist; those in the

other group run procedures on all elements in a given

list. Notes: Various combinations of commands such

as HEAD, TAIL, REVLIST and SORT offer powerful
ways to quickly re-order and presentlists (and recall

that you can put almost any type of object into a list).

And DOLIST, DOSUE, STREAM and SER will quickly
send each elementin turn through a given process,

with the result(s) appearing in a list, too.
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The grob commands (under(i) perform a wide
variety of manipulations on any given grob (graphics

object). Notes: The two LCD commands let you eas-

ily save and recall screen displays. And the ANIFATE
command allows you to define a set of fixed grobs,

then cycle the display through them quickly enough to

achieve the effects of animation.

The PICTcommands (under [II&M) perform a wide
variety of manipulations on the grob currently stored

inthe reserved namePICT. Notes: Keep in mind that
you can specify the pixels in a grob either in pixel

coordinates, via a list of binary integers, 1. #horizontal

#vertical I; orin user-defined coordinates, via a com-

plex number, {x y). The scale of the user-defined
units depends on the currentsettings stored in PPAR.
There are also handy commands for quickly drawing

lines, boxes and arcs.

The input commands (under [lIZIM) give you ways
to let a user input values during program execution.

Notes: You can use PROMPT or INPUT to cause a
program to halt with a message asking for user re-

sponse; or you can use WAIT or KEY to detect or
identify user keystrokes; or you can use CHOOSE to
build a “fiTE-box”for the user to select from; or the
INFORM command lets you build an input screen—
similar to those of the built-in applications.

The outputcommands (under[IiITERl) give you ways
to format program output. Notes: You can sound the

tone generator with BEEP; or your can use MSGEOX to
convey intermediate messages during program ex-

ecution; or you can use FREEZE or DISF to halt pro-
gram execution to allow a user to inspect output.

The run control commands (under [TH) let you
troubleshoot a program: With the name of the desired

program as the stack argument, you execute [{HTE,

which initiates execution but then halts immediately.

Thereafter, you can single-step (IEELIB) through the
execution to examine the effect of each program step

(or shows every subroutine step as well); or
lets you look a couple of step ahead without

executing those steps.

The error commands (under FTAIR) offer waysto
detect and recover from run-time errors. The IFERE-
THEM-ELSE constructlets you execute a command
tentatively—you can undo it if it causes an error.
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TIME

lets you control the calculator’s clockand set

alarmsforappointments or othertime-delayed events.

To Set the System Clock: Press (=]TIME), highlight

Set t ime, dat e, andpress@M. Fillineach

field asitis highlighted (move the highlight, as needed).

For AM/FM (and for the date format) use [I[HE. If
finished, accepts; aborts.

There are two kinds of alarms—appointmentalarms

and control alarms. An appointment alarm will dis-

play a (text) message and beep at you for about 15

seconds; a control alarm will simply evaluate a speci-

fied object, such as a program.

Setting Alarms: To set an alarm, press and

select52t al arm... Then, in the MEZSRGE:field,
for an appointmentalarm, enter a string (e.qg. "Phone
hiome"); or, for a control alarm, enter the object you
want evaluated at the specified time. Specify time,

date and repeatinterval,* then press I[HNL.

Acknowledging Alarms: You must acknowledge

appointment alarms, but not control alarms. If you

catch an appointment alarm while it's beeping, press

any key to acknowledge it. If its beeping has stopped

(the «will show it as past-due), press for the

message, then [EIHllto acknowledgeiit. (To acknow-
ledge more than one such alarm, use [THGN.)

also offers menu access to other clock and

alarm commands, plus commands for time arithme-

tic.”* See the Command Index (pp. 41-77) for details:

(94)

DATE ilnAyl ALEM
[ HM5=

STIN
(95)

[(HCK|ACKR[STOAL[RCLAL{DELAL[FINDA]
IIIN.

Note: Alarm behavioris affected by Flags -43, -44,

and -57. See pages 78-80 for more details.

*Don’t set an interval too brief to acknowledge the alarm beforeit re-

peats. (If this happens, use the (ON}{4) system interrupt—see p. 39.)

“*Note, too, that the various “HMS” commands are useful for angular

degree measure, as well as chronological time measure.
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I/0) AND DATA COMMUNICATIONS

The HP 48G/GX can transfer information to and from

a variety of other devices. The thumbnail “recipes:”

HP 48G/GX <----> HP 48G/GX

Receiver: Moveto the directory where the incoming

data is to be stored and press (©[1/0). Then select

Get from HF 425655 and press lTHM.

Sender: Press [>]i/0). Select=erd t.oHF 426G
G and BT, At the WAME: field, press

and select the object(s) to be sent, then [Tl and

HP 48G/GX ----> Infrared Printer

Setting Up: Aim the calculator's IR 4 at the printer’s

window (from a distance < 18"). Clear Flag -34, then

press PEINT |PETPR|REZETH

Printing: (=>]i/0]vvv)MlM, then, if needed, change

PORT: to Imf rmar-ed (use (+/=). Adjust _DEL-ZPHLCE,
DELAY:, and _LIMEF, if needed. Now,either exit to use

a menu print command (or the (ON){1) screen

dump), or, at DEJELT:, use to select object(s)
to be printed, then BT and [{AEH.

HP 48G/GX ----> Serial Printer

Setting Up: Connect the 9-pin end of the cable to the

printer; the 4-pin end to calculator. If using XON/

XOFF: (ei/o[nxT) EEACIG(v«REEE
(VAR)IILEIA ()EDIT), then change the 4th list ele-
mentto 1. If the end-of-line sequence is not CR-LF,

press (&]i/0)lEEM, then edit the 4th list element.

Printing: (=)i/0)(v)v(v)IL[MM. Set POKT: to Wire
(use(+/=))and adjust _DEL-%PRCE, HLAT:, _LIMEF, EALD:,

PARITY:, and LEM:, as desired. Now, either exit to use

a menu print command (or the (ON}-{1) screen

dump), or atbEJECT:, use [i[1IE to select the object(s)

to be printed, then justTl and ETE.

HP 48G/GX <----> Computer via Kermit

Setting Up: Connect the 25-pin end of the cable (w/

adapter) to the computer and the 4-pin end to the

calculator. On the computer, move to the desired

directory, run the program containing Kermit and
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make it the server (via a command such as SERVER).

Onthe calculator, press (=]1/0)a]a)lIHM. |f needed,
changePOKT: told 112 (use(+/5), TYPE: toKetmit ;
adjust other parameters to match your computer.

(Binary transferis faster, but use ASCI! if you want to

be able to edit transferred objects on the computer.)

Transferring: Press (then(¥)if you're going to
transfer from the computer), then I3 to browse
through possible object(s) to be transferred (put a

check mark beside each one selected). Press
to finalize the list of names. Now, to send the names

to the computer, press E[3:l; or, to get the names
from the computer, press IEXTAMATER. Then (for

eitherdirection), press (IETA, if necessary) ERTHEL

Sending Backups Directly to the Computer: Turn off

the ticking clock display in the calculator. Set up

the transfer as usual (B 1 mat™d isfaster). Onthecal-
culator, put # I name onto the stack, where nameis
the file to be created on the computer. Then press (&)

(MEmORYINxT)BTl When the session is finished,

press (]1/0)IELTHEN(x)(ENTES.

HP 48G/GX <----> Computer via other methods

The HP 48G/GX can transfer to a computervia other

serial protocols, too (XModemisonthe screen).

For specific details, consult your computer’s and/or

main HP manuals. Note also that the product known

as the HP Connectivity Kit (available for DOS/Win-

dows or Macintosh), allows for especially simple data

transfers/handling. Referto its supplied instructions.

(Glvo) (104)

SKVE|1OPAE[PRINT]PR1[ZENDRECY

(105) ETE
EAEAOGETE.i

(106) (LT3

Ik[asClim]EAUDPARIT[CKEMTRAN
10PARJRESETINFO[I/D

(107)A
PREVAE]PE:T[PRETCIPELCD]CR[PRTPA)
(pr1][[T}

(108)
[DELAY|OLOPE[PRTPA[RESET]INFO[PRINT

(109) B3T3
BMIT[SKECY|STIME|SEEE[EUFLEJOPENI|
1[TT
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LIBRARY), PorTs AND BAckups

Port memoryis different than user memory (where

you normally store variables), in that port memory

cannotbe subdivided into directories, nor can you edit

orview objects stored there. Itis entirely independent

memory—even when everything in main memory is

purged, port memory is maintained—butit can con-

tain just 2 object types: Backup objectsand Libraries.

Port memory may be located in Port 0, Port 1, and/or

Port2, denoted by a (humerical) portidentifier, & port* .

Port 0 is internal to the machine;it is taken out of user

memory, so that any space used as Port 0 reduces

the amount of user memory then available. Ports 1

and 2 exist only in the HP 48GX—if there are RAM

memory cards plugged into those ports.*

Backup Objects

A backup object is named with its port location as well

asanormalname, inthe format ! port* name. To store

any object into a backup object, use with a

backup identifier. Example: To store "Fed" as a
backup object named LColar in PortH, enter "Fed"
onto the stack, then key in : B2 Color and press (STo).

To get a menu of all backup objects currently stored

in a given port, press (&LBRARY)FH, and then se-
lect the desired port (for example,press IETEE now).
A port menu behaves very much like the VAR menu:

To evaluate a backup object, you can eitherkey inits

identifier (e.g. *H:Color) and press (EVAL), or just
press its menu key (e.g. [M). Likewise, to recall
abackup object, either key inits identifier and use (RCL)

or press () and its menu key (e.g. [H). And
to purge a backup object, put its identifier (or a list of

such names) on the stack and use (&JPURG).

To backup all user memory (the entire contents of

HOME directory), first be sure the ticking clock is not

in the display. Then key in a backup identifier (of your

choice) and use the ARCHIVE command. To restore
thisinformation (which replaces all current usermem-

ory), enterits backup identifier and use RESTORE.

*Note that any RAM in card slot 1—where a card is limited to 128 Kb—

may either be mergedwith normal user memory orleft as port memory

(denoted Port 1). But any RAM in card slot 2—where a card is limited

to 4 Mb—must be left as port memory and is partitioned into ports of

128Kb each (i.e. Ports numbered 2-n, where n < 33).
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Libraries

A library is a “read-only directory” of objects that you

attach to a specific directory in your user memory,

thereby making those objects “visible” (i.e. theirnames

invocable) as part of that directory. Each library is

identified by a unique number in port memory, in the

format # port* number. The number appearsinamenu

if you press (UBRARY). However, to makeit
easier to identify during use, a library’s name appears

in a menu if you press while in the attach-

ing directory (or any subdirectory ofit).

You can attach only one library at a time to any given

directory (exceptHOME, which may have any number

of attachments), but you can attach the samelibrary

tomore than one directory atatime. However, before

any library can become attached, it must first reside

in port memory—either Port 0 internally or in one of

the plug-in card slots. With a plug-in card, inserting it

correctly into the required slot effectively places it in

port memory (but be sure to follow instructions care-

fully for plug-in and power-up).

To place a library into Port 0, put the library object

onto the stack, then key in the desired library identifier

(% port* number) and press (STo—exactly analogous to

naming and storing a backup object. (And purging a

library is also analogous.)

To attach an auto-attaching library, simply turn the

machine off, then back on. All auto-attaching libraries

will then be attached to the HOME directory.

To attach (or detach) a library, move to the desired

directory level, then key in the desired library identifier

and use the ATTACH (or DETACH) command.

Otherrelated commands, such as those for merging

card-based RAM, appearvia (q]LIBRARY]. Follow the

card’s operating instructions carefully (and see pp.

41-77 here for more details on any single command):

(110)
PORT:|PYARS] LIES |MERG [FREEL[DETAC
ATTRCIPINIT] ]||

(WRRIIPORT =

B(oBT.iappiicable)
(112)

(user-determined: ports & menus will vary)
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EQ LIB) AND THE MES

The Equation Library application ((®)EQLB)) is ex-

actly that—an access tool that lets you browse through

the built-in equation library, examining any equation

group’s formulas, variables, units, help diagrams, etc.

And with the touch of a key, you can load the equation

group into the Multiple Equation Solver (MES).

Example: If you were to stand and fire a rifle (muzzle

velocity 500 m/s) horizontally from shoulder height

(1.5 m) along a deserted stretch of highway, how far

would it have travelled along the road in that time?

Press and be sure that the menu items
and appearwith thelittle @'s in them,

indicating that the equations will indeed include units

and that they will be Sl units. Now use (¥)to highlight

the topic Mot 1o, and press ENTER. You'll see a
selection of the various groups of motion equations.

Note how the menu items let you examine aspects of

agroup. HighlightFrojectile Mot ion and
press forapicture.... Try ETIEl to see all the

variables involved.... Press to see the first

equation in this group (you need to be patient as the

EquationWriter presents it); use L.hi3H to see each

other in its turn. At any point, press and all
equations in this group are loaded into the MES.

Now key in the known values: (o)e(1)Ca]
(o)AJ(o)CEaJ(NxT)(5]0)0)Wi_]. Andsolve forthe
unknown: NXTINXT)(L5_].... #=E27B.5_m. The
MES is smart enough to determine which equa-

tion(s) to use, based on the known value(s) you input.

Notice that in the MES—just as in the (&]SOLVE) menu

(see page 15)—to store a value, you key in the value

and press its menu key; to recalla value, you press()

and the menu key; to calculate a value, you press (&)

and the menu key. But here in the MES, any known

value—anyvalue you key in—goes dark (e.g. [ii_]
becomes IIEIIM) to indicate its known status. And

then, when solving for an unknown, the MES denotes

with [I's the values it has used (and displays the inter-

mediate calculations it performs in the process).

One other handy MES key: To reset all values to un-

known status, press [I.THMl; to calculate all unknowns,

press IETHMN; to recall all values, press (= IETHEN.
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Of course, you can also use the MES on your own

groups of equations—just put your desired equations

into a list. And you can use the built-in group of pro-

jectile motion equations as the starting point.

Example: Suppose you want to know the trajectory

angle(s), 6,, needed for a target at range 6000 m,ele-

vation 1200 m, with a 300 m/s muzzle velocity. You

can’t do this easily with just the built-in equations list,

but you can add the necessary equation to a copy of

that list, then store this as, say, PR:

Highlight Frojectile Mot ion in the Equa-
tion Library (as in the previous example), but then just

press to send that group’s equation list to the
stack. Now just key in the necessary new equation:

"BA=ATANC (y—gB ) Cu—wB)+C0ONST (9)2
#( (=l )(UB2=C0SCAAIMEY D)

this onto the stack and press (+]to add it to the

list already there. Name this, ('Ja]«]PJR]0]JJENTER]

(STO), and it's ready to use in the MES—via(G]EQLB):

(113)

GRENECLIE

EcHLIzOLVE[MsOL]|[EGLIE]
(115) ({3

coWLifcoNs]|[[EGLIE]
QRYHE:

IIINT
(117) (S

MINE [ZFACT|FRNNI[DARCY] Fik [SIDEN
TT(TT IT
]JEGLEE

Press IE)Q)@]STO), to denote your
list as the current equation set. Now press

=3initialize (EILTH), and startthe MES (IEEIM).
If you use the data above, you'll get a trajectory angle

of about 34.07° or 67.23°, depending on your initial

guess for B8 (don’t forget about multiple solutions—
guessing works just as in the regular Solver).*

See the Command Index (pages 41-77) for details on

the otheritems in LB—more MES commands,

the ConstantsLibrary, the MMINEHUNT game, etc.

*Note, too, that the presenceof units in your own MES equation lists is

not automatic. As in the regular Solver,if the variables do not already

exist, they will be created by the MES without associated units; you

must then key in the desired units with yourinitial input values.
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AND Custom MENus

Pressing is the same as executing 1 TMEMLU (see
page 10 for more on menus). This creates a custom

menu from a listyou’ve stored in the reserved name

C5T. That is, before using (CST), you must have al-
ready entered such a list, then entered 'C5T', and
pressed (ST0). The menulist is of this form:

Tt "menu label i unshifted object,

(&)-shifted object,

\ (2)-shiftedfunction,

£ "menu labelB" L unshifted object,

(&3)-shifted object,

(2)-shifted object,

—

1o (etc)

(You may omit the innermost bracketing if there are

objects only for the unshifted menu keys; you may

omit the labels and their bracketing if you don’t wish

the menu items to have labels different than their cor-

responding unshifted objects.)

You canalso make a temporarycustom menu: Enter

amenullist (justas forC5T), but don’t store itintoCST.
Instead, execute TFMENLI, which builds and displays a
menu from that list—withoutreferring to C5T.

Custom KEY ASSIGNMENTS

When the HP 48G/GX is in U%EF mode ((&]USER) tog-

gles much like (@), its keys behave according to a list

of objects mapped to keys via keycodes of the form

RowCol.Shift. Shift values signify as follows: Hor 1 =
unshifted; £ = (&)-shifted; 3 = (O)-shifted; % = (o)
shifted; 5 = (o])-shifted; & = (a]>)-shifted. Thus the
keycode for(Spc)is 94. H or34. 1; the keycodefor the
k key (eJlK) is £2. 5.

To assignobiject(s) tokey(s), enterthe pair(s)inalist,

{ obj, kcode, obj, kcode,... ¥, then use STOKEYS.

To un-assign keys(i.e. revert them to their standard

functions), enter a list of the desired keycodes and

use[ELKEYS. To un-assign allkeys, used DELKEYS.
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To disable all un-assigned keys(i.e. assign them to

“nothing”), enter 'S' and use DELKEYS. To then re-
enable some keysto their standard functions, enter

alist, ¥ 'SKEY' kcode, "SKEY! kcode,,. . +,anduse

STOKEYS. To re-enable all keys, use'8 DELKEYS,

To re-enable all otherkeys while assigning some,

put 5 as the first object in your assignment list, then

use STOKEYS as usual.

You can view the entire key assignmentslist at any

time by using RCLKEYS.

SyYSTEM INFORMATION

Batteries

The HP 48G/GX uses 3 AAA batteries (lower com-
partment). Batteries usually last several months—
and the © low-battery annunciator gives ample ad-
vance warning. The memory will also survive a few
minutes without batteries during their replacement.

System Operations

To do system-level operations on your HP 48G/GX,
you press and hold down the key, then press and
release one or more other keys (then release (ON)):

“Cold” restart (erases all memory).
Cancels keystroke (priortokey release).
“Warm”restart (preserves memory).
Startsinteractive self-test.
Starts continuous self-test.

1
1

M
E
O
®

 

2
2
2
2
e
P
e
e

Deep-sleep shutdown (turns offtimer).
(1) Performs display screen dump.
{4 Cancels next repeating alarm.
{—)(ONH{+) Adjusts display contrast.

Ports 

The upper end of the HP 48G/GX has the 4-pronged
serial port that connects to a Macintosh or IBM-

compatible computer. Under the plastic end plate are
two infrared “eyes”to allow wireless I/O between your
machine and another calculator or printer. (The ar-
row on the top front helps align the infrared beam.)
And the HP 48GX modeloffers two rearslots for plug-
in memory, software, or other interface cards.

*If this fails,try inserting a straightened paperclip for about 1 second in

the hole underthe left rear rubber foot (which is removable).
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

: Why | am getting an error message?

: Check the argument types and orderfor the com-

mand you're trying to use (see pp. 41-77).

: How do | adjust the display to be easier to read?

: Use [ON-+) or (ON}(=) (see p. 39).

: How do | change the format or number of decimal

places displayed by the calculator?

: Use (qmoDes)M (see pp. 11 and 41-77).

: What does anE in a number mean?

: It's scientific notation (e.g. b. BZEZ3 = 6.02x10%).

: Whyam | getting wrong results with trig functions?

: Check the angle mode (see on p. 11).

For example, if you see the annunciator FAD or

GFRAD, the machine is not using degrees.

: Why don'’t getd when | use+NUM on 'SINC) ' 2
: If you want the numerical identity that comes from

the symbolic constant T, don’t use *MUIM(rather,
use EVAL, with flag -2 clear). *NLUM does its cal-
culation on a 12-digit numerical approximation of

n, which is 3. 141539265359, (No machine can
use the actual numerical value of =—it has an in-

finite numberof digits). Andsin3.14159265359#0.

For similar reasons, doesn’treturn .

: Why can'’t | find the variable(s) | stored?

: You're probably in a different directory now than

when you stored the variable(s). See pp. 6-9.

: Whyam I getting anldndet ined Hame error
when using +MUM orEVAL 2

: Atleastone name inthe given expressionis unde-

fined in the current path. +MUIM always demands
a numerical result; EYAL demands it whenever
flag -3 is set (see pp. 6-9 and 78).

: Why doesn’tEVAL give me a number?
: EVAL demands a numericalresult only when flag
-3is set. Otherwise, names are not evaluated (ex-

cept symbolic constants, which reduce to numeri-

calvaluesif flag -2 is set). So if you definitely want

a number, use *MUM. (See also pp. 7 and 78.)

: Mycalculatoris “locking”up orbehaving strangely.

How can | check and/or correctthis?

: Tryrestart procedures or system tests (see p. 39).
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: Howmuch free memorydoes mycalculatorhave?
: UsellEM (see p. 9) to find out: EEEN

: What does the ) annunciator indicate?

: Alow battery (see p. 39) or past-due alarm (p. 31).

: Mymachineseems to graduallyslowdown. Why?

: It may need to clean up borrowed or fragmented

sections of memory. Use (ON{C) (see p. 39) to do

a cleanup. (This clears the stack and PICT.)

>
0
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P
O

Qo : Why do | get mixed units in the Equation Library

Solver even when | specify IZiIR or IEIIR 2
A: The Solverinitializes only variables that don't al-

ready exist in the current directory. For unit con-

sistency, at the equation list in Equation Library,

press Il before selecting units.

Q: How do turn off the HALT annunciator?

A: UseKILL (see p. 54): FranxT)TNCAMW.

CommAND INDEX

The following Command Index lists all commands

(programmable objects) available in the HP 48G/GX.

It does not list operations, (non-programmable key-

board procedures); it's a programmer’s memory-jog-

ger. This booklet does not attemptto teach program-

ming. Thattopic is large enough to merit at least one

full-length book (see the inside back cover).

Each command name is accompanied by a brief(nay,

terse) description and its keyboard access,if any.*

Then opposite each command is a stack representa-

tion of its inputs and outputs. Object types are repre-

sented by surrounding delimiters, descriptive phrases,

and/or by variable naming conventions (i.e. x, y, and

otheritalicized names indicate real values; n and m

stand for integers, z is a complex number; etc.).

Not all possible object types are given—only the most

common. Often you can also use names or algebraic

expressions that evaluate to required types/values.

Notall error responses or flag dependencies are giv-

en (see pp. 78-80 for descriptions of system flags).

*If you do extensive programming and need to study certain commands

more thoroughly, you will find the HP48G Series Advanced User’s Ref-

erence Manual from Hewlett-Packard to be very helpful.
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Name (keyboard access) Description

ABS (MTH) IEEEl) Absolute value/magnitude.
ALK (qTivE) IEIEN) Acknowledge oldest past-
due alarm.

ACKALL (amveEIIEIEEN) Acknowledge all past-
due alarms.
ACOS (G)acos)) Inverse cosine.

ACOSH (vmn) ICEGMEEED) Inverse hyperbolic cosine.
ADD (m7H MYELMECTTM Add correspondinglist ele-
ments (or add a single value to each element in a list).

ALOG (&li0%) Common (base 10) antilogarithm.
AMORT ((SJsowveIMEEMERITA) Amortize a loan using
values currently stored inthe TVM variables (/% YR, PV,
PMT and PYR), flag -14, and number of payments, n.

AND (Fre)IEEETIECTM) Find logical AND of two
arguments.

ANIMATE (Pro)(EIANxTERIRE) Display a set of n
graphics objects sequentially, in the area of the screen

given by pixel coordinates #X and #Y, with a given time
interval of delay, int. (specified in seconds), between
each display.
APPLY (&)symeoLicinxT)CIddMl) Create expression
with given function name and arguments.
ARC (Pre)IIEMIETI) Inthe PICT grob, draw anarc
with the given radius, centered at (x,y), going counter-
clockwise from arc position angle, to arc position angle,.

ARCHIVE (SMeEmory(NxT)EIINN) Create a backup
copy of HOME directory in independent RAM.
ARG (MTHNxT)(REEMIETIEE) Complex number angle.
ARRY+ (must be typed) Decompose an array (either
matrix or vector) into its constituent elements (in order)
on the stack, together with description of the original di-
mensions of the argument array.
+ARRY (Pre)REAETTAA) Build an array (matrix or
vector) from constituent elements taken (in order) from

the stack, using a description of the intended dimen-
sion(s) of the argument array.

ASIM (&JASN) Inverse sine.
ASINH (vTH) IEEGEEELT) Inverse hyperbolic sine.

(aIMoDES LA RN Assign the given object
(or 'SKEY' un-assigns) to the key rc.p (row-col.plane).
ASR (v7H IEEER<) IEE) Shift bits right,
exceptleft bit (adjacent bit becomes H); rightbit is lost.
ATAN (&)(ATAN) Inverse tangent. ~
ATANH (71 IEEGEELERD) Inv. hyperbolic tangent.
ATICK (SFonGCHIEE) Put tick marks on
axes at given interval(s)—in user units or in pixels.
ATTACH (&)uerARYINxT)CRIALIN) Attach given library.
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Name (keyboard access) Description

ALTO()Autoscale display range(s).
HES (QrLom) TNTIEEIER) Specify origin loca-

tion, tick marks, and axis labels as part of PPAF.

BAR (GrorixTIBCINEREINETE) Plottype=bar.
BARPLOT (&)sman) IANEAEETIIN) Plot bar chart.
BRUD (&) : ) Setbit-transfer (baud) rate.
BEEP (Pranx)ITEM~xDIEETA) Producea tone of
given frequency (in hz.) for given duration (in seconds).

ESTFIT ()B(SNFind best
fitting Linear Regression model; note in FPAR.
BIN ([E.) Select binary base mode.
BINS (SIsTanINETAIELEN) Sort elements ofXCOL in
the ZDAT matrix intok+2 bins of specifiedwidth, with first
such bin starting at data value x.
BLANK (Pre)EAEETH) Create blank grob of given
height and width.

BOX (PRIIAMECTEM) InPICT, draw a box with giv-
en oppositecornerlocations (either pixels or user units).
BUFLEN (&)ionxT)BEIAEIETEM) Count characters
in serial buffer and check for data reception accuracy.

BYTES (&memory)ERIEE) Determine byte count and
checksum of given object.
B+R (vIEEEIEETE) Convert binary to real.
CASE (FreEANEEEIAEER) Begin CASE state-
ment structure.
CEIL (vmrIR(NxTnxT)M) Leastinteger > x.
CENTR (qrronIRRxTIHEl) Centerplot on giv-
en point.
CF (Jvooes)[RETAM) Clearthe givenflag.
CHOOSE (PReftixyIMMMETTE) Create user-defined
choose box, using message, choice-result object pairlist,
initial highlight position; signal completion w/result.
#CH (MTH) EEXTH) Calculate change fromxtoy,
as a percentage of x.

CHR (&)crars)M) Return characterofgiven code.
CESM (o lTTAEEER) Set error-detection rype.
CLEAR ((&)ciear) Clearall objects from the stack.
CLEAD (eTMEINXTINxT)[HWE:E) Adjust system clock
by x/8192 seconds.

CLLCD (eRefmxT)MMEMNED) Blank stack display.
CLOSEIN (SionxT)MMET) Close serial and IR ports;
clear input buffer and KERRM error messages.

CLE ()smanMEAENME) Purge Z0AT.
CLTEACH (must be typed) Purge EXAMPLES subdirect.
CLUSRE Same as CLVAR.
CLYAR (must be typed) Purge all variables and empty
subdirectories in current directory.

CHRM (w7ICEETEIMEERTM) Array column norm.
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Name (keyboard access) Description

+LOL (e(EETAMSTEXET) Decomposethe giv-
en array (matrix or vector) into its constituent columns
(which are vectors in a matrix and real or complex num-
bers in a vector); return also the column count.
COL+ (vrr)(ECEAATEGEN) Insert one or more

columnsinto the given array (an array into a matrix; an

element or vectorinto a vector) at position,.

COL- (v7r)[EEEASTEE®Y) Remove one col-
umn from the given array at position,.
COL+ (v7r)REIST) Build an array (ma-
trix or vector) from its constituent columns (which are

vectors in a matrix and real or complex numbers in a

vector), as indicated by the column count.

COLLT (&)symeoLic)FXE) Collect like termsin expr.
COLE (must be typed) Specify independent (x) and
dependent (y) data columns in Z0AT.
COMB (urr)oIGETAIEIRE) Compute total number
of possible combinations of n items taken k at a time.
CON (vTRREARTTEINETE) Create an array of the
givendimensions, filled with the same constant value, z.
(The given dimensions may be an existing array, also.)

COND (vn(RCRACTEEIERTE) Condition of sq. mat.
CONIC (S)PLoT[AETIAETIH) Setplot type to Conic.

COMJ(eRGNDEGEE) Conjugate a com-
plex number (or complex array).
COMLIB (&)EcLe)fRMEAETTE]) Open Constants Lib.
CONST ()ec[EMEIETEY Value of constant.
CONT ((&)conT)) Resume execution of halted program.
COMVERT ()JunTs)II) Convert one unit object to
the dimensions of another.
CORR, (JsTar)MZIMEET) Correlation coefficient.
COS (cos)) Find cosine of z.
COSH (vINEEEE) Find hyperbolic cosine of .
COV (&)s7an)EEMETTE) Find sample covariance.
CR (o)HAGIAMEE) Print contents of print buffer.
CROIR (evevory)IUEMIEAIE) Create directory.
CROSS (MTH IIMIAMTER) Compute cross productof
two 2- or 3-element vectors.

CSWP (umr)(RETATSNSwap the specified
columns in given array (columns aresimply elements if
given arrayis vector). .

CYLIM (eImooes)ERTEMETLT) Set Cylindrical mode.

C+P¥ (vmr) M EEER) User units # pixel units.
C+R (vranx)(EMEEETE) Separate real and imagi-
nary portions of complex number(or array).

DARCY(ete)MIMAGETR) Calculate Darcy fric-
tion factorforfiuid flows.

DATE (@TMEEELA) System date (format:flag -42).
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Name (keyboard access) Description

*DATE (GTvEEXGIM) Set system date (see flag -42).
ORTE+ (qmmMelNxT)[GHEA) Calculate date whichis x
days from given date.

DORYS (GTveENxT)EERE)) Calculate numberof days
between two given dates.

OEC (77IECEANTEM) Set decimal base mode.

DECR (S)vevoryEEIIEEEA) Reduce vaive by 1.
DEFINE (()DEF) Store given expr into given name.
DEG (&vooesERIEMIEIEEN) Set Degree angle mode.
DELALARM (ammve CIIZA[IIME) Delete given alarm.
DELAY (o)A EATEIENT) Set time delay (in
seconds) to be allowed after each line sent to printer.
DELKEYS (mooes)(ITEALENE) Delete given key
assignment(s); use B for all; 'S' blocks standard keys.
DEPMD (&Pt [IEM) Set depend. variable.
DEPTH (()sTACK) ) Number of objects on stack.
DET (Mo REXRACTEREI IEEM) Matr.determinant.
DETACH (()usraRY)[IAEIM) Detach specified library.

OIAG (vTH IREIANXT)EEEEY) Form matrix of given
dim., w/elements from given array as majordiagonals.
+DIAG (vTREEHANTEMEIE) Inverse of DIAG*.
DIFFED (GPon@RGEMEEA) Plot type = DIFFEQ.
DISP (PrenxT) T IEIEGE) Display obj on nth line
of display (1 <n <7; line 1 is topline).

00 (PRo)BTN I Begin DO loop.
DOERR (PRGINXT) [TIET) Trigger given error.

DDLISTM) Apply program
successively to each of n lists, placing results into output
listin same order. (Argumentn may be omitted if level-
1 program is—or has—just a single command or user-
defined function or a name containing such.)

00SUBS (Pro)IMEMETEEET) Apply program to
successive groups of n elements (from 1 to n, 2 to n+1,

etc.) in given list; results go into output listin same order.

00T (vTm)(SSTANTEM) Compute dot product of two
arrays of same dimension.
ORAW (PLoT)L) Draw plot in PICT.

ORAY (S)Pon)IELEEN) Draw axes in PICT.
OROP (Jorop) Drop obj from stack level 1.
DROPN (IsTackNxT)TGN Drop n+1 objects from
stack (including argument, n).

 

   

 

     

OROPE ()sTackNxT)) Drop two objects from
the stack.

OTAG (Fre)ATEEEN) Remove rag from obj.
OUP (&)sTacknxT)IETM) Duplicate the level-10bj. on
level 2 ([ENTER) works,also, if Command Line is clear).
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Name (keyboard access) Description

DUPN ((&sTackinxT)LN Duplicate the objects on
levels 2 through n+1, placing duplicates on levels n+1
through 2n, respectively (after dropping original argu-
ment, n, from level 1).

OUPZ (()sTacknxT)M) Duplicate the objects on
levels 1 and 2, placing duplicates on levels 3 and 4,
respectively.

0+R(v Degrees * radians.
£ ((oJ&a[EJENTER)) Natural log base (symbolic constant).

EGY REHANT)IEE) Calculate right eigenvec-
tors and eigenvalues of square matrix.

   
  
  

 

EGML (Em W) Eigenvalues of sq. mat.

ELSE ( CHIGIERE) Startfaise clause.
EMD (PRG) [T End prgm. structure.

ENG ((Gvooes IIERMETTN) Eng. mode w/n+1 digits.
EQ+ (Pre)RETEANXTIEEEN) Separate equation into
the two expressions appearing on either side of the =.
EONL IB ()EcLe)[ZXMAERRTH]) Start Equat. Library.
ERASE (QFPoTEEES) Blank outPILT (w/same dim.)
EREM(mm) Last error message.
EREN (PraxT) STTRETTN) Last error number.
ERRA(Mm) Clearlast-error data.

EVAL (EvaL) Evaluate obj(if it's a global name, com-
mand or program); or put contents of obj onto stack.
EXP (qle¥) Exponentiate.

EXPAN(xpandexpr.
EXPFIT (sTaAnTS 3] Exp. curvefit.
ExPM (vTH IEEEExDEEEED High-accuracy expon.
EYEPT (QPorvx EMEGERAREIE) Specify
coordinates of eyepoint for 3-D (perspective) plot; coor-

dinates are stored in YPAR.
Féx (GEcMRSIR Fraction oftotal black-
body emission in wavelengths0 to 4, at temperature 7.
FACT (must be typed) Factorial function (see also: !).
FAMNING (&)EcLB) IEEEW) Compute Fanning
[rictionfactor, given roughness and Reynolds number.
FLC? (Jmooes[TAMERM) Testif givenflag is clear.
FC?C (Svones [IETERIERIM) Test & cleargivenflag.
FFT (MTR(NxT) MS0IEEM) Discrete Fouriertransfrm.
FINDALARM %Il First alarm due
after given dare and time.

FINISH (Qio)AAERTE) End Kermit Serv. mode.

FI% (Jmoves)IMEEM) Display » dec. places.
FLOOR (MTH I NxT(NT)ADTA) Greatest int. < x.
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Name (keyboard access) Description

FOR. (Fre)IEECNMTTANETE) Begin FOR-NEXT or
FOR-STEP loop program structure.
FP (v7r)M~x7)M) Fractionalportion of x.
FREE (must be typed) Frees the RAM of given backup
objects or libraries previously merged in given port.
FREEL (JuBrarY)[AT3) Like FREE but only port 1.
FREEZE (PReNTM)Freezedisplaypart(s):

1=status area; 2=Stack/command line; 4= Menu area.
FS? (vones(ATTAMEEE) Test if given flag is set.
FS?C (Smones[RTRANEEIM) Test & cleargivenflag.
FIMCTION (SPLoTMELISETTTH) Plottype=Function.
GET (Pre)MNEIMIANIEINETEM) Extract indicated ob-
ject from given (or named) array orlist.

GETI()Extract indicated obj
from given (or named) array or list; return also original

object and incremented position for next extraction.

GOR (PRo)ECTEANETE) Superimpose grob, on grob,,

with upperleft cornerof grob, at given place in grob,. (If

grob_is PICT, no grob_is returned.)
3RAD (<qmoDES) [ELTIl) SetGrads angle mode.
GRAPH (must be typed) Select Picture environment.
GRIOMAP (pror)IETIRGAETEEEETE) = plot type.
+[:R0B STTEREXTA) Create grob from given obj,
using specified charactersize.
GADR (PRe)IEATANETE) Superimpose (with b/w in-
version) grob, on grob, with upper left cornerof grob, at

given place in grob. (If grob_ is PICT, no grob_returns.)
*H (&/pronIGETAmxMET) Multiply vert. pit. scale.
HALT (Frenx)IITHETINR) Halt progr. execution.
HEAD (EraxT)IETCMIEENR) Getfirst element.
HE: (MTRIEEEITEM) Set hexadecimal base mode.

HISTOGRAM (SProTxT)IEHINMREE[THT) Set
plot type to Histogram.
HISTPLOT (SsmanAEAEIELD) Draw histogram.
HMS+ (SmvENxT)EIRESd) Add two real numbers for-
matted as times; return a time-formatted result.
HMS- (S(mMEINXT)CIEES) Subtract two real numbers
formatted as times; return a time-formatted result.

HIS+ (SITMENXT)CIEEES) Formatted time * dec.hrs.
+HMS (STMEINXT)EDIEES) Dec. hrs. + formatted time.
HOME (=)HoME) Move to HOME directory.
i (@(&]1)) Symbolic constant, V(-1).

ION (M7 [ECTSIMETM) Form nxnidentity mat.
IF (Pre) INTEE) Begin IF structure.
IFERR(mBegin IFERR trap.
IFFT (vTrinxT) S NIE3M) Inverse of FFT.

IFT()Evaluate obj if t/f is not
zero;discard obj if t/f is zero.
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Name (keyboard access) Description

IFTE (PR NI Evaluate obj,if r/fis not
zero; evaluate obj, iftlf is zero.

IM (MR(REENENIEE) Imaginary part of complx.
INCR (Smevory)EAITIICTA) Increment the named
value by 1; echo the new value to stack.

INDEP (qPonEEEAMIIEA) Specify the indepen-
dent variable name and (optionally) the plotting range.

INFORM (Pre)nxT)IMEMMETEA) Create custom input
form;field definition def, is L "label" "prompt" type, type,
... +( 3is OK); cols is the # of columns, tabs is the
spacing from label to field ({1} is OK);reset, and initial,
are field’s reset and initial values (NOVAL is OK).
INPUT (Pra)vxT)IRCEMITIE) Prompt for input on
command line; lock out stack operations.

IMY (7x) Compute reciprocal(or matrix inverse).
IP (v7H)I(vx7)BT) Integer portion of x.
IRQMM Toggle /O (infrared/serial).
[S0L («)symeoLic)HEITM) Rearrange equation to iso-
late first occurrence of name.

KERRM (Sli/onxT)ZA®) Most recent Kermit error.
KEY (Pra)vxT) IMGEMIEIEM) Return 1 and the keycode
location if a key is pressed; return 8 if no keyis pressed.

KGET(émm Get object via Kermit.
KILL (PRe)nxTMATTIIEINM) Cancel halted program.

LABEL (SJPLoTnxT)MEEEN) Label axes in PICT.
LASTARG or LAST (=)aRG) Return arguments of most
recently executed command.

LCO+ (PROEIERXTMAEN) Makegrobfrom display.
+LCD (Pre)(ATENxT)[MAEN) Display given grob.

LIBEVAL (mustbetyped) Dounlistedlibrarycommand.
LIBS ([uBrARY)MIER)Libraries attached to curr.dir.

LINE (Pre)MdlH] Draw line in PICT between
given coordinates
zZLIME (.I[.) Bestfit w/curr. model.
LINFIT (qsanHTARIEMMNETEN) Linear model.
LININ (Pre) RN PreVIMI]) Test if given expr
is linear in named variable.

LIST* (must be typed) Decompose given listinto its
constituent objects, placing these on the stack inorder,

followed by index, n, indicating size of original list (see
also DBJ=).
+L15T (Pre) EEGEIEMER]) Construct a list using, in
order, the first n objects found on the stack (afterfirst
removing argument n).
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Name (keyboard access) Description

ZLIST (urrIMEMENED) List elements’ sum.
2L 15T (vrr)ELMENEL]) List elements’ differences.
TLIST (eIMEAMIMER) List elements’ product.
LM (>)N) Natural (base e) logarithm.
LHP1 (@)BETEM(5TDCIEW) BetterLN for x ~ 0.
LOG (2)woa) Common (base 10) logarithm.

LOGFIT (@A BEAEIINMERD) LR model=log.
LE (MTHLCIEETEY"I0) Factorthe given matrix,
A, into 3 other matrices, L, Q, and P, such that P x A =

L x Q; L is lower-trapezoidal, and Q is orthogonal.

LR (&57a7IEIZI) Compute linear regression
coefficients using currently selected fit model.
LS50 (E['ifl]!) Find minimum-norm least-
squares solution to linear system A x X = B.

LU (7REEHATSNFactorthe given matrix,
A, into 3 other matrices, L, U, and P, such thatP x4 =
L x U; L is lower-triangular, and U is upper-triangular.
MAMT (vrn)M(TEERER) Mantissa of argument.
THMATCH(&/sYmBoLic)NxT Replaceoccurrences
of pat with repl in expr,, starting with innermost clause.
LMATCH (&)svmeoLic)nxT)EEEEL) Replace occurrences
of pat with repl in expr, starting with outermost clause.

MAY(mm Find the greaterof two given
arguments.
MARR (vrRNxTRN7[EERA) Greatest absolute
value that can be represented in machine.

MAKE (STATIEEEAEEER) =DAT column maxima.
MCALE (S)ecus)ISEIEM) MEScalc. values.
MEAM)IDAT column means.
MEM ()memory)IEITEN) Bytes of RAM now available.

MENL (&IMobes)EERITIEILT) Displayindicated menu.
MERGE (must be typed) Merge port 1 RAM & main RAM.
MERGE!] (GLBrARY)EEAEN) Like MERGE, but no arg.
MIN (vTHETTTSMEEILE) Find the lesser of two given

arguments.
MINEHUNT (SEe)i Minehunt game.

  
  

MINIT (qJecus) ML) CreatellFat for MES.
MIME Leastnon-zeroab-
solute value that can be represented in machine.
MIME (sman)IEAEIIE) =DAT column minima.
MITM (SlEcu)ISEAIEIR]) Change title and menu
order of Multiple Equation Solver (MES). ;
MOD (vmh)EZTMMELEE) Compute modulo remainder
of x/y, defined as x mod y = x — y-floor(x/y).

MROOT (SJEC EIE) Find a rootvia MES.
MSGEOX (PRGINXT) [EEEHD) Show message box.

    MSOLYR (eLB E™) Get MES menu.
MUSER (GJEc ue)MEIFERIEIER) MES input values.
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Name (keyboard access) Description

NDIST (mTrnxT) TNCTIER) Compute normal
probability distribution at datavalue x, assuming mean
m and variance v.
NEG (+/2) Negate or change sign of argument.
NEWOB(&MemoryZIEET) Createnewversionofgiven
obj (sothatoriginal version may be purged).
EXT (Pro)ANMETECTEEE) End FOR or START

Ioop structure.

NOT (Fro)EEEADICTEM) Logical opposite of arg.
NOVAL (Pr)xT) IIMETETN) Empty field in INFORM.
NSUE (Pro IMEREITEICETE) D05UBS sublist pos.
HUM (&)crars)IGITEM) Code offirst characterin string.
+NUM (&G)=N0M) Numeric value of symbolic arg.
NUMEmmMxDCIEE) Setthe
numberof x-steps per y-step in 3D perspectlve plots.

MUY (expioroehSETIRoTERD ‘Sote
no. of y-steps in view volume of 3D perspeetive plot.
NE (EI[EE.E) Number of rows in ZDAT.

0B+ (PRMETIIENEN) Separate an object into its
components and place those components, in order, on
the stack. (For some object types, such as a matrix,
vectororlist—shown here—thedimension ornumberof
componentsis retumect to level 1.)

     

ocT (ve)Set octal displ. for binary int.
OFF (PRE)NXT) () Turn off calculator.
OLOPRT (@l0) AATLMNTR) Adjust PRTPAR
to prepare forIR printer.

OPENID (qonxTBE:  

  

LRIOpenserial/IR port.
OF (Prc)REE 7)) Logical OR of two given
arguments.

 

ORDER (Svevory)T 1) ReorderVARmenu.
OVER (fsTack)@) Make copy of level-2 object
and return the copy to level 1.

PARAMETRIC m_m‘ST Parametricptype
PARITY (Ql0) Il]FFIF'L) Set parity in IOPAR.
PRRSURFFCE(ooETARS
plot type to Parametflc Surface.
PATH (&vevory)IEIEEELE) Path of currentdir.

PCOEF (eysove)IMAGETER) Compute monomic
polynomial with given real or complex roots.

PCONTOUR (&/pLonvxETMGEASEREETE) Setthe
plot type to PCONTOUR.

PCOY (&rsTaT)IEEM<7)=DATpop. covar.
POIM (Pre)MIMIGIIIENE) Create a blank grob of given
dimensions and store it in PICT.

PERM ( 1) Compute the numberof
possible permutations of » items taken « at a time.
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Name (keyboard access) Description

PEYAL (&)sowe)ENAEETM) Evaluate polynomial
with given coefficients at given value, x.

PLOIR (evemory)IFEMEETEA) Purge directory.
FICK (efsTack)M) Make a copy of the object
found at the stack level indicated (after removing argu-
ment »); put this copy onto the stack.

PICT (pre)MNEMEIEE) PutPICT on stack.
FICTURE ((&)PICTURE) Select graphics display & menu.
FIMIT («JuBrARY\NxT)HLIEE) Initialize all active ports.
PIROFF (Prc MM~EELE) Turn off pixelin PICT.
FIHON (Pre) MEM(NxT)GELLE) Turn on pixelin PICT.
PIR? (Pro)M7EEER) Test pixel in PICT.
PET (/0EETAEIAM) Send command packetsto,
and receive requested data from, a Kermit server.

PIMAX (must be typed) Set upperright limits of PICT.
FFMIM (must be typed) Set lowerleft limits of PICT.
POLAR (S)plon)ARIZEGEETR) Set plot type to Polar.
PO(G)charslEEM) Find position of obj in list or sub-
string in string.

PREDV (must be typed) Same as PREDY.
FREDH (()sTAT) [EdH) Find indep. value, x,
given dep. value, y, and current DAT and LR model.

PREDY ((&ys7an)IEAMGEETEY) Find depend.value,y,
given indep. value,x, and current ZDAT and LR model.
PRELLD (0HAGEA®ED) Print image of display.
PROMPT (PramxT)IX7GEEATEL Show promptin
status area and halt program execution.
FROOT (qsowve)i@GATE) Roots of polynomial.

PRST (Qo)LAGIREEEN) Print all stack objects.
PRSTE (q/o)ATMGERTE) Compact format of PRST.
PRVYAR (o)JACIRAEATTR) Print given variables.
FR1 (&0EZIH) Print obj in multi-line format.
PSOEY (SETaTENEAATEEIEN) =DAT pop. sdevs.
FIIRGE (G)Purc) Purge given vars. and (empty) dirs.
PUT (pro) MBI ENEEIM) Replace position in
given lisz (or given £ row col ¥ in given array) with given
obj; return result if original was unnamed.

FUTI (pre)iMEEENTZIEIEE) Replace position in
given list (or given & rowcol } in given array) with given
obj; return result (or original name) and next position.

PUAR (STEERADT SDAT pop. varnces.
PUARS (GIuBrARY)[ILTE) List of variables in specified
port, p, and its available RAM memory, if applicable.

PYIEN (Pre)M7@EE) Display PICT with its
specified coordinate at upperleft of display.
PURFIT (lsTanT RLR mdl.=Power.
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Name (keyboard access) Description

Pi=+C (Pre)METSENT)GEEIN) Pixel coord.*user units.
+) (qfsymeouic)vxT)EIEM) Rationalize argument.

 

      0T (9 EXrhill) Rationalize with rtfactor.
QR (MTH ALTSNETIN) Factor the given matrix,
A, into 3 other matrices, Q, R, and P, such thatA x P =

QO x R; R is upper-trapezoidal, and Q is orthogonal.

QUARD Solve expr, for name, using
2nd-deg. Taylor expans. to convert expr, to quadratic.
RIOTE (&symBoLicINxTINxT)EETTTEM) Unevaluated arg.
RAD (RAD) Set Radians mode.
RAND (TRALGet pseudo-random #.

RANK%Rankof matrix.
RANM (MTH LR EELTE) Create random mat.
RATIO (must be typed) Algebraic form of ~ (division)
function.
RCEQ (qlpcom)IIEEZM) Recall contents of EQ.

RCI (vin (REIAIGTENEGEN) Multiply indicated row
n of array, byfactor (note that vectors are treated as col-
umn matrices). ;
RCIJ (vREAKTTRIEERE) Multiply row i of giv-
en array, by factor, then add result to row j (note that

vectors are treated as column matrices).

RCL (2JRcL) Recall named object to stack.
RCLALARM (omveEIMAZIEEE) Recall given alarm;
result has action taken & inrerval in ticks (1/8192 sec).

RCLF (&JMoDES) Recall flags.
RCLKEYS (&)MoDES) YE) Rcl. assigned keys.
RCLMENU ()vooes)[sEETMENNED) Rcl. currentmenu.   

 
    

    

  

   

RCLE (9 LI ETIE) Recall ZDAT.

RCWS (vTR)ETEE Rel. curr. bin. wordsize.
ROM (MTH) RITAANATEN) Redimension array,
as specified (if array, is named, nothing is returned).

ROZ (nere) (vxT)GM) New seed for RAND.
RE (MTH)(NxT) (MEEYWIET3M) Real part of argument
RECN (Qio)mxT) [N Receive & name Kermit file.
RECT (qmopes LEIEMIEIHN) Set Rectangular mode.

 

      

  

   

RECY(G0I34) Receive Kermitfile already named.
REPEAT (Pre) AR TIMEREEE) WHILE loop clause.
REPL (Pra) IEIE3M) Replace part of obj, with repl
object, beginning at specified position. The obj, and repl
objects may be strings, arrays,lists, or grobs.
RES (qron[EETAMEEE) Set plot resolution.
RESTORE (&MeEmorYNxT)ZET1) GetHOMEdirbackup.
REVLIST (vTH MYEAMIIIIN) Reverse list elements.
RKF (Ssove[AEEAA Find solution to initial-
value differential equation, via Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg
(4,5), given tolerance,final value & names of variables.
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Name (keyboard access) Description

RKFERR (SsoveFTAEETA) Estimate absolute
error for given step when solving initial-value differential
equation, via Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg, given (right-hand
side of) equation and names of variables.
REFSTER (rsove(EFEAEEE) Find next Runge-
Kutta-Fehlberg solution stzep of initial-value differential
equation, given variable names,step,., and tolerance.

RL (MTH) Rotate left 1 bit.

FLE (eIEEEE)SNRotateleft 1 byte.
RMO (vrH)T7<)IEGT)  Round valueton
decimalplaces (for 0 < n < 11); or to n significant digits
(for n < 0); or to current display setting (for n = 12).
RHEM (vrH)EFAMEEICETIEE) Row norm of array.

ROLL (()sTack)IGTTMM) Rotate the contents of the bot-
tom n levels of the stack (after consuming argument »)

by rolling each obj up a level (except for obj,, which goes
to level 1).

FOLLD (qrsTack)[TMM]) Rotate the contents of the
bottom n levels of the stack (after consuming argument

n) by rolling each obj down a level (exceptfor obj,, which

goes to level n).

ROOT (soveIATIRIETER) Find root value of given
variable—i.e. that which gives result nearest zero in the
given prgm or expr, starting with the given guess(es).
FOT (lsTack)ICITEM) Rotate the contents of the bot-
tom 3 levels of the stack by rolling each obj up a level
(except for obj ., which goes to level 1).

+ROW(mDecompose given
array into rows, placing rows in order on the stack,fol-
lowed by the row count. Vectors are treated as column
matrices.

ROk+ () (EEREAI) Insert array, into
array,, beginning at indicated position.

ROW- (v7r) EEHANTEETS Delete row n from
given array,; return resulting array, and deleted row,.
ROk (vmh) IR ETTRERT) Build array from n
given rows. Vectors are treated as column matrices.

RR (vr)EEEE)IEETE) Rotateright 1 bit.
RRE (u7HEEE)EEREETE) Rotate rt. 1 byte.
FREF (vThEEHARIRRERER) Convert a (square)
matrix 10 its reduced row echelon form.
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Name (keyboard access) Description

RRK (Qsowe)[IEAAN) Find solution to initial-
value differential equation via Rosenbrock, Runge-Kutta,
given rolerance,final value, the variable names and their
partial derivatives. . :

RRESTEP (qsove(IFZAEAEA) Find next solution
step of an initial-value differential equation, using either

method (RKF =1; RRK =2), given the variable names and

their partial derivatives, and the step and rolerance.
initial®

RSBERR (qsove[AEFAEEER) Estimate absolute
error for given step,.. when solving initial-value differ-
ential equation, via Rosenbrock method, given (right
side of) equation and the names and partial derivatives of
the variables.
RSO (vTREEIARxTIEEM) Compute residualof ar-
rays B, A and Z, defined as B-AZ. (If Band Z are vec-

tors, the solution will be a vector,also.)

RSWP (MREEHANIENCDEEER) Swapindicated
rows i andj of given array, (note that vectors are treated
as column matrices).

R+E (v7HEEEANET) Convert realintegerto binary.
R+C (vTHNxT)(REEMIEIM) Convert two real num-
bers (or arrays) to one complex number(or array).
R=+0(vrrTN7IEET) Convertrad. to deg.
SAME (Fre)REEAEXTEEIEE) Test if two objects are
identical (same as == except with symbolic objects).
SERE(G0nxT)EIAFIEETE) Interruptserial trans.

SCALE (G)pon) IETANxT)EEME) Set horizontal and
vertical plot scales (adjusts first 2 PPAR parameters).

SCATRPLOT (G)sTAT) H113) Draw scatterplot.
Al : [EERCNE]) Set Ptype.

SCHUR (Mo IaCIEAEEMEERTTR) Find Schur decom-
position of matrix A, so that A = Q@ x T x TRN(Q).

SCI (evooesIEEIMIEEEM) Scientif. disp. sig. digits.
SCLE (must be typed) Autoscale PPAR for scatterplot.
SCONJ (&) (ANTEELE) Conjugatevalue.
SOEY (SsTA BEETAETEW) =DAT (sample)st. devs.

SEMD(Copy objects to Kermit device.
SEQ (Pre) BRI<7EESEN) Repeatedly evalu-
ate obj, using a (globally or locally) named index value

that ranges from start to finish, varying by the indicated

increment for each repetition; return results (in order) in a

list.

SERVER (&») Select Kermit Server mode.
SF ((&)MoDES) BEEN) Set indicated flag.
SHOW (rsymeouc)ELINEN) Explicitly show all implicit
occurrences of name in expr.
SIDENS (lecMBISilicon intr. density.
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Name (keyboard access) Description

SIGN (vinM<7IEERE) Sign (+) of a number.
SIMU (qreoTinxT AR EETRTE) Toggle Simultane-

ous Plotting mode on/off.

SIM (SN) Sine of given argument.
SIMNH() Hyperbolic sine ofarg.

SINY (SvevoryBTN(XDEECTW) Replace named
value with its inverse.
S1ZE (GlcrarsIE) Returnthe dimensions,length,
or number of elements in the given obj.

SL (vn)IEEEE)TET) Shift left 1 bit.
SLE (vrrIEEER)AEEE) Shift left 1 byte.
SLOPEF TELD ((rPLo)ixT)MEMMERTEENTE) Set
plot type to Slopefield.

SMEG (qmvevory)Bnx7)ERIEH)  Replace named
value with its negative.

SHEM (ME:HEI) Array spectral norm.

SOLYEDN (GJec[IXMEAETET) Start the solverfor
equation with the given subject no. and title no.; put that

equation’s picture into PICT ifindicated by level-1 value.
SORT (urr)AMEMETEN) Sort list elem. (ascending).
SPHERE (mooesERTEMETER) Set spherical mode.
Si (are the given argument.
Sk (vrn) IEEEE o)IECE) Shift right 1 bit.
SEAD(LARNERTIRN) Matrix spect. radius.

SEE(v IERER )IETE) Shift right 1 byte.
SRECY (SionxT) EHTAEIENER) Read string of up to
n characters from serial buffer; indicate if error occurs.
START (ProIEENETTRIEET) Begin definite loop
structure.

5T0 (&)vooesEEIMEEI) Standard display mode.
E;TEF'EEE]) End definite loop
structure and define counter increment.

STER (qrpon)EZM) Store obj into EQ.
STIME (&JionxTEIARIEIRE) SRECY/AMIT timeout.
5T0 (ST0) Store obj into given name.

STORLARM ()mve)EMARIELTIE) Store given alarm.
STOF(mSetflags as indic.
STOKEYS ()mopes) LATEAERTTE) Assign keys as ind.
ST+ (evevory) CHAITIETEN) Add obj to named val-
ue (or vice versa); store result into name.

ST0- (evevory)EIAITIERATEN) Subtract obj from the
named value (or vice versa); store result into name.

5T0# (mvevory)EIIECNERTER) Multiply obj by named
value (or vice versa); store result into name.
ST0- ()vemory)CIAICIERLT) Divide obj into named
value (or vice versa); store result into name.

STOZ (QETanRN(GHETIN) Store obj into DAT.
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 Name (keyboard access) Description

STREAM (Pre)MBIEEHAELIT) Evaluate obj re-
peatedly, using as argument pairs each successive list
element & previous result (first time use ele, and ele,).
5TRE+ (must be typed) Functions as OBJ* on a string.
+5TR (PRg) Convert obj to string.
STHS (MTH) A ZkY) Set binary wordsize.
SUB (&)chars)IETEM) Extract portion,p,oflist, string
or grob, as indicated by start and end positions.

S0(flflfifl) Compute singular val-
ue decomp. of matrix A, such that A = U x diag(S) x V,

where S contains the singular values of A.

SVL (vRRENAISRW) Marrix sing. vals.
ShAP ((qIswAP)) Exchange contentsof firsttwo levels in
the stack.

SYSEVAL (must be typed) Eval. obj. at system address.
&1 (MTH) BELEl) Compute the percentage of x
represented by y.

+TAG (PReREGEERLT) Create tagged object from
given obj and given tag, name, orvalue (x). :
TRIL (q)crarsinxT)IREIM) Cutfirst elem. (str. or list).
THAN (7an) Tangent of argument.
THMH(m) Hyperbolic tangent of arg.
TAYLR (&lsymeoLic Calculate nth orderTaylor's
polynomial in name for given expression.

 

TOELTA()Ec(TnxTiT3M) Calculate change
(difference) between given temperatures.

TEACH (mustbe typed) CreateEXAMPLES subdirectory.
TEXT (PRGINXT) RiEAW) Display stack display.

THEN (Pro)IEANY Begin true clause of
IF structure (if argumentis frue).
TICKS (qveE)NE) System time (8192 = 1 sec).
TIME (QT™E)IIIEIR) System time (HH.MMSSs).
+TIME (qmive)EXITEN) Set system time (HH.MMSSs).
TINC (&EceI7)) Find a new temp-
erature giveninitial temperature and change.
TLINE (Pro)IIMMIINETE) Toggle every pixel in PICT
along line between given coordinates.

THENLU (&S)mopes)(RETIHEED) Display given menu
(but do not change contents of CST).
T0T (&fs7ar) FUCTAITEE) Sum IDAT columns.
TRACE (vr REIRAMEEINDIEERS) Trace of marr.
TRANSIO(M) I/O char. transl. option.

TRN (vn)R Transpose of matrix.
TRNC (vI(vxTnxT)RH) Truncate to n dec.
pl. (1<n<l11), nsig.fig. (n <0), orcurr. disp. mode (n>11).

TRUTH ((&JpLoT) Set plot type to Truth.
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Name (keyboard access) Description

TSTR ()TiMe) ixT(xT)EEREA) Create a string from
given rime and date; include corres. day of week (dow).
TYARS ()vemory)IITLHE) List all variables (in current
directory) of given object rype(s).

(fsowve s MENTRT) Displ. TVMSolver menu.
TYMBEG (JsoveIETEMNEEEN) SetTVM Begin mode.
TYMEND (&)sove) SetTVM End mode.
TWMROOT (&)sovE) W) Solve forgiven var.
TYPE L (TR Return rype of obj.
LEASE (&)unTs)MEEEE) Convert argumentto Sl units.
UFACT ()onms)MIE) Re-express argumentunit, to
include given factor unir,.
+INIT (JunTs)TE:IHE) Create unit object by combin-
ing x and unit portion of y.

 

   

| ) Begin test clause of
DO...UNTIL loop.
IUIFOIE (GJuP) Move up one directory level.
UTPC (rrx)I)M) Probability of ex-
ceeding xwith randomly chosen value in chi-square dis-
tribution with » degrees of freedom.
UTPF (vrrxtINN Prob. of exceeding
x with randomly chosen value in Snedecor’s F distribu-

tion, with n, and n, as num. and denom. deg. of freedom.

UTPN (o)IoM) Probability of ex-
ceeding x with randomly chosen value in normal distri-
bution with mean m and variance v.
UTPT (rrmx)IN7ITEEEH) Probability of ex-
ceeding x with randomly chosen value in Student's T
distribution with n deg. of freedom.

VAL (&onTs)TEGTM) Num. part of given unit object.VPR(eBTTR oo sampe
variance for each column in ZDAT.
YARS (&) | LGRS Listallvars.(curr. dir).
VERSIOM (must be typed) Show software version num-
ber and copyright message of HP 48G/GX.

 

   
  
  

YTYPE (Pre)T NXT(NxT)EEIEE) Obj. type in name.
WE (vTH ISHEETEE) Convert given two values to
complex number or2D vector(in current coord. mode).

+V3 (TRISAETEN) Convert given three values to
3D vector(in current coordinate mode—Rectangular,
Cylindrical, or Spherical).
Y+ (v(SNBEEM) Decompose a vector or com-
plex numberinto its constituent elements; put these,in

order, on the stack. For arguments with less than four

elements, results will reflect current coordinate mode.

#| (GPLoTILLLANXT) Widen horiz. plt. scale.
WARIT MII:-) Suspend program ex-
ecution for given interval or until key is pressed.
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Name (keyboard access) Description

  WHILE (ProNTIAMRLIMIRTING) BeginWHILE loop.
WIREFRAME ((SIPLoTINXT) PE]14IFEF)RESE
plot type to Wireframe.

WSLOG (must be typed) Return strings showing four
most recent warmstart events. Each eventis of the form
" code~date time", where code is one hex digit dencrfing
the reason for, or nature of, the event.
Zhmmm) Sum indep.var. in ZDAT.

SH‘*Z[STAT) :‘.umsIa ) Sum(ind. var.)?in ZDAT.
A0l( EIE:iM) Identify ZDAT ind. var.
XMITmTR ) Send datastring seri-
ally (no Kermit); return unsent portion and success t/f.
#0R (Pro)REAAN7IETE) Compute Exclusive OR
of given arguments.

#PON (vITEEEN) Exponentofarg. value.
HRECY (qli/onxT)BEAIEH) Receive via XModem; store.

H#RNG (SIPLoT) IETAEIEIE) Specify x-axis display
range in PPAR.

#RO0T (21%7) Calculate the “xth” root of the given ar-
gument, y.

    

  
  

    

 

HSEND(QlioNxTEETIN) Send copy via XModem.
YOl (g ELITAETT) Specify width
of view volume in VPAR.

RARNG (GrPLoTixIEEMITTAEETTE) Specify x-
range of input plane in VPAR.
zax (mEHEM) Sum (independent var.
X dependent var.) in }:DAT

(EQETATHEE Sumdepend. var. in ZDAT.
T2(mfimflm)Sum (dep. var.)?in EDAT.
VCOL (IsTAT)EETARIRIN) Identify SDAT dep. var.
YENG mmm:E) Specify y-axis display
range in PPAR.

¥SLICE (erotiixnMEMMERGEENHE) Set Plot
Type to Y-Slice.

WL(QFtonoEFIIETTARITT) Specity depth
of view volume in VPAR.

YYRNG (lptor(ixIEEMIERETARRTTE) Specity-
range of input plane in VPAR.
ZFACTOR (EEIE) Compressibility of

non-ideal, hydrocarbon gas at reduced temp. & pressure.

2LMERMEETARI) Specifyheight
of view volume in VPAR.
+ ((4)) Addthe two given arguments (also valid for com-

bining arguments of many types).

- (&) Find the difference of the two given arguments

(also valid for combining arguments of many types).
* (X)) Multiply the two given arguments (also valid for

combining arguments of many types).
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mpression (z-)factor
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Name (keyboard access) Description

# (=) Find quotient of the two given arguments (also

valid for combining arguments of many types).
* (@) Raise the first argument to the power of the
second argument.

< (Pr)ISSHIESN) Test if first argument, x,is less
than second argument, y.
< (Pro)NMENN) Test if first argument, x,is less
than or equal to second argument,y.

> (PRANERR) Testifirst argument,x, is great-
er than second argument,y.

= (Pre)RISANNENE) Testif firstargument, x, is great-
er than or equal to second argument,y.

= (&f=)) Equate two arguments in a symbolic expres-

sion.
== (Pro)RSANNESM) Testiffirstargument, x, is equal
to second argument,y.

# (PRRZIAMEIN) Test if first argument, x, is not
equal to second argument,y.

| (vTRNxT)ATM) Factorial or Gamma func.
I (=]7)) Integrate given integrand with respectto named
variable from limit,_to limit_ . Results may be either
numeric or symbolic, depending on the state of Flag -3.

& (2)3)) Differentiate given expression with respect to
named variable.

% (vEEEE) Compute x percent of y.

T ((&Jm) Return 'n' or its numeric equivalent.

Z (([2) Compute the sum of summand for index values
ranging from szart through finish (in increments of one).

2+ (@ATNEETE) Add 1 or more data points
to ZDAT. Use multiple stack levels for more than one

point of 1-value data; use a vector for one point (and a

matrix for more than one point) of multi-value data.

2= (EETATNILast values in EDAT viaS+.
I (&lx)) Square root of argument.
- (J2) Attach given unit to given real number.

| (&JsymeoLic|nxT)ll[l) Substitute the given values
(numeric or symbolic) for the given names in expression.

#* ((2]2)) Bind given objects,in order,to the respective
local names supplied following this command.
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tack Outputs

 

 

1 . . I
derivative

  
  

 

21 x_ (or nothing)
m-1

Itxorx orl
o, e

 

1 .
expression,

1 1 1 1Ln'v'n
: Cons

  i
expres.
-1
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SysTEM FLAGS (° = defaulf)

Flag

-1 Set:

s Cir:
-2 Set:

e Cir:

-3 Set:

e Cir:
-4 Set:

¢ Cir:

-5 eSet:
Cir:

-6 eSet:

Cir:

-7 sSet:

Clr:
-8 eSet:

Clir:

-9 eSet:

Cir:
-10 e Set:

Clir:

-11 Set:
¢ Cir:

-12 Set:

e Cir:

-13 Set:
«Cir:

-14 Set:

e Clr:

-15 Set:
*Cir:

-16 Set:

¢ Cir:

-17 Set:

oCir:
-18 Set:

o Cir:

-19 Set:

*Cir:
-20 Set:

e Clir:

-21 Set:
o Cir:

2ndbit(value 2)ofbin

Description of States

QURD and I'50Lretumallpossible sols.
QUAD andISOLreturnprinciple solution.
Symb. const. stay symb. (if Flag -3 is clr).
Symbolic constants eval. to numbers

All symbolicargumentsstays

 

 Allsymbolicargumentseval.tonumbers.
(unused)

(unused)

6thbit(value32)ofbinarywordsizeis 1 .*
6thbit(value32)ofbinarywordsizeisB.*
5th bit (value 16) of binary wordsize is 1 .*
5th bit (value 16) of binary wordsize is 8.*

 4thbit(value8)ofbinary wordsize is1.*
4th bit (value 8)ofbinary wordsizeis8.*
3rd bit (value 4) of binary wordsize is 1.*

3rd bit (value 4) of binary wordsize is H.*
2nd bit(value 2)ofbinarywordsizeis 1 .*

rywordsize is8.*
1st bit (value 1) of binary wordsize is 1.*
1st bit (value 1) of binary wordsize is B.*
%Xw%?m(d@onFla§-12).

DECorBIN mode(dep.on Flag-12).
HEX or BIN mode (dep. on Flag -11).
OCT or DEC mode(deponFlag11)

 

(unused)
(unused) ‘
TVM calcs. use BEGIN payment mode
TVM calcs. use END payment mode.

Sphericalcoord.mode(ifFlag-16isset).
Cylindr. coord.mode (ifFlag-16isset).
Polar coordinate mode.

Radians anglemode.
Not Radiansanglemode(seeF!ag18)
Grads angle mode (if Flag -17 is clear).
Degrees anglemode (|f Flag-17is clear)

 

2creates 2-Dvector.
Underflow treated as error.

Underflow returns ; sets Flag-23 or-24.
Overflow treatedas error. .
OverflowsetsFlag-25and fetums
(*)9.99999999999E499,

*The system binary wordsize is defined as a value 1

greater than the sum of the bit values of Flags -5 to -10.
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SYSTEM FLAGS (e = default)

Flag

-22 Set:

¢ Clr:

-23 Set:
o Clr:

-24 Set:

¢ Clr:

-25 Set:

o Cir:
-26 Set:

e Cir:

-27 Set:
o Clr:

-28 Set:

e Clr:

-29 Set:

¢ Cir:
-30 Set:

¢ Clr:

-31 Set:
o Clr:

-32 Set:

o Clr:

-33 Set:

*Clr:
-34 Set:

¢ Clr:

-35 Set:

o Cir:

-36 Set:

*Cir:

-37 Set:

¢ Cir:
-38 Set:

e Clr:

-39 Set:
¢ Cir:

-40 Set:

*Clr:

-41 Set:

¢ Cir:

-42 Set:

o Cir:

Description of States

Infinite result sets Flag -26 and returns

(#)3. 99999999999E499.
Infinite result treated as error.

Negative underflow condition exists.*
No negative underflow condition exists.
Positive underflow condition exists.*

No positive underflow condition exists.

Overflow condition exists.*
No overflow condition exists.
Infinite result condition exists.*

Noinfinite result condition exists.
Display symbolic complex as 'w+y#i'.
Display symbolic complex as ' (3, 4) '.
Plot multiple equations simultaneously.

Plot multiple equations serially.

No axes drawn for 2-D and stat. plots.
Axes drawn for 2-D and stat. plots.
(unused)

(unused)

No curve filling between plotted points.
Curvefilling between plotted points.
Graphics cursorinverse of background.
Graphics cursor always dark.
/O sent to IR (infrared) port.
1/O sentto serial port.
Print output to serial port (if Flag -33 clr.).
Print output to IR (infrared) printer.

|/O objects sent in binary form.
1/O objects sent in ASCII form.
Matching name overwritesin I/O receive.
Matching name changesin I/O receive.
Double-spaced printing.
Single-spaced printing.
No linefeed added after each print line.

Linefeed added after each printline.

/O messages suppressed.
/0 messages displayed.
Clock always displayed.

Clock displayed only with TIME menu.
24-hourclock format.
12-hour clock format.
DD.MM.YY date format.
MM/DD/YY date format.

*This flag is set only if condition is nottreated as error.
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Flag

-43

-44

-45

80

SysTEM FLAGS (* = defaulf)

Set:

e Clr:

Set:

Set
¢ Clir:

Set:

o Cir:
set.

o Clir:

Set:

o Cir:

Set:

¢ Clr:

Set:

* Clr:

Set:
s Clr:
Set:

¢ Clr:

Set:

¢ Cir:
Set:

e Clr:

Set:
¢ Clr:

Set:

e Cir:

Set:

¢ Clr:

Set:

o Cir:

Set:
¢ Clir:

Set:

e Cir:

Set:
e Clr:

Set:

¢ Cir:

Set:
¢ Cir:

Set:

¢ Cir:

e Clr:

Description of States

Unackn. repeat alarms not rescheduled.
Unackn. repeat alarms rescheduled.
Ackn. alarms retained in alarm list.

Ackn. alarms deleted from alarm list.

1st bit (value 1) of displ.-digit count is 1.
1st bit (value 1) of displ.-digit count is 8.
2nd bit (value 2) of displ.-digit countis 1.
2nd bit (value 2) of displ.-digit countis &.

3rd bit (value 4) of displ.-digit countis 1.
3rd bit (value 4)of displ.-digit countis .
4th bit (value 8) of displ.-digit count is 1.
4th bit (value 8) of displ.-digit count is B.
FIX or ENG mode (dep. on Flag -50).
STD or SCI mode (dep. on Flag -50).
SCI or ENG mode (dep. on Flag -49).
FIX or STD mode (dep. on Flag -49).

Fraction mark is + (comma).
Fraction mark is . (period).
Level-1 object displayed on 1 line.

Level-1 object displayed on up to 4 lines.

Display all parentheses in alg. expr.
Suppress someparentheses in alg. expr.
Relatively small singular matrix values

not converted to B; OET does not round.
Relatively small singular mat. values con-
verted to H; DET rounds automatically.
Save arguments of last command.
Do not save argumentsof lastcommand.
BEEF and error tones disabled.
BEEF and error tones enabled.
Alarm tone disabled.
Alarm tone enabled.
Do not display parameter variable data.

Display parameter variable data.

Variable Browser shows names only.
Variable Browsershowsnames/contents.
Press (o] once for alpha lock.

Press (o] twice for alpha lock.
Press once for user mode lock.
Press twice for user mode lock.
User mode on.
User mode off.

User-defined activated.
evaluated command line.

LastGETI orPUTI wrapped index (to 1).

Last GETI or PUTI did not wrap index.
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OTHER Books FROM GRAPEVINE PUBLICATIONS

If you liked this Pocket Guide, here are some other
Grapevine books that may be helpful, too:
 

 
Quickly learn problem-solving with anEasy Course in

matrices,units, complex numbers, vec- Usin&Broeramming
tors, and algebraic objects—using clear
examples and explanations. Next, study
program basics, with loops, branches,
flags, etc. Finally, program with built-
in applications and design your own—
with directories and custom menus,too. o

Easy Course Using/Programming HP 48G/GX (290 pages)..$19.95

 

 

 

     
 

 

Graphics on the Use the powerofthat big HP48G/GX
HP 48G/GX display. Learn tobuild graphics objects

(“‘grobs”) and to use them to customize
displays with diagrams, pictures, and
data plots. You geta greatreview ofthe
built-in graphicstools, also. Then you’re
ready to build your own grobs and use
them in your own programs.

— —

Graphics on the HP 48G/GX (300 pages).............c.ccuveun.$19.95

 

    

 

 
 

A math class in a book—Iessons, €X- |,.pu & pre-catculas

  

    

amples, graphing and problem-solving: on the HP48G/GX

* Functions—linear, quadratic, ratio- \ 5

nal, polynomial ¢ Trig ¢ Geometry ° ‘\\ o
Conics ¢ Equations oflines & planes ¢ \\L,//o
Inequalities * Vectors * Programs for /
plotting and solving * Written by an ex- " 

 

by Dan Coffin  perienced classroom math teacher.

Algebra & Pre-Calculus on the HP 48G/GX (320 pages).....$19.95
 

 

| Calculus on the Start college now, with examples and

| HP48G/GX programs from an experienced teacher:
ij

i

  
* Limits, sums,series * Vectors, gradi-

ents ¢ Differentiation—formal, implicit,
partial e Integration—def./indef., im-
proper, by parts, vectors ® Rates, curves,

\ ‘ constraints, growth/decay, force/veloc-
ot ity/accel., surfaces/solids, and more.

Calculus on the HP 48G/GX (330 pages).............c.cccuven$19.95

 

        
 

To place an order with either Visa or MasterCard,
or to request a complete catalog, contact:

Grapevine Publications, Inc.
P.O. Box 2449
Corvallis, OR 97339-2449 U.S.A.

Phone orders/catalog req.: (800) 338-4331
Outside U.S./Canada: (541) 754-0583
Fax: (541) 754-6508



OPERATOR PRECEDENCE

Inan algebraic expression, op-

erators have theserelative pri-
orities (and = is last of all): --->

  

   

  

   

10 6 + and -

2 Functions |7 <, == efc.
3 | (Factorial)|8 HHDandHlT

 

   

    

 

 

Same-priority operationsin an 4 * and [ 19 0F and ®IR
expression proceed lefttoright. 5 #, .« = (MEG) 10 | (“where”)

INDEX

@ and () (shift keys)..... 2-3 Lists ..ccccovrennnne 1,6,18-19, 29
()i2-3 Looping .....ccceevviiieaninn 28-29
Alarms ..o,7,31 Matrices. 1, 18-19, 26, 27, 29
Algebraic objects 1, 20, above Memory .......cccccoeviiiiiin. 8-9
Alpha characters . 3, 7, 10-11 Menus (typing aids)....... 6, 10
Alpha keyboard ............ cover |[MODES). .......ovevvviireaiiiniaans 11
ANgIeoo11 MTH)e18-19
Annunciators ...........ccceene. 3  Mult. Eq. Solver (MES) 36-37
Arguments ..........cccceeeenienn. 5 Names .....cccceeeeeeeeeee.. 1, 6-7

Arithmetic ...,5,9 [FNUML oo,25
Arrow keys ...... 2,4,9, 20,22 Numeric results ..... 21,23, 26
Backups .......ccccccoveennne. 34-35  Objects (and types) ....... 1,29
Batteries ...........ccccoeeiei 39 | Operator-precedence .. above
Binary numbers ....... 1, 18-19 | Parametric plots ................ 14
Branching ..........c........ 28-29 |Paths ...............ooeeeii. 8,10

CANCEL. ...... 2-4011 PICT.7,30
PP TPRPRN 21 |[pLOT] and plotting..... 7,12-14

Clearing ......ccccoevveiennne. 3,6  Polar plots ..o14
Command line ................. 2-4 | Ports..o34-35, 39
Commands .................. 41-77 \ Postfix notation .................... 5
Common commands ........... 3 ‘@ and programs .. 1, 28-30
Common problems ...... 40-41 | Principal/general sol. ... 21-22
Complex numbers ... 1, 18-19  Printing ..........cc.cce... 7,32-33
Conic plots .......ccceovveieninne 14  Probability ......... .. 18-19
Constants .......... 7,18-19, 37 | Purging .......ccooevereennnnn. 6,9
Copying and moving...... 9-10 Quadratic equations .......... 21
Curve-fitting (regression) ...27 [FRD. ..., 11, 40
Custom menus .............. 7, 38 | Real numbers .......... 1,18-19
(3) and Differentiation ... 23-24 Recalling values ............ 6, 15
Deleting ...........T,2 Reserved names ................ 7
Delimiters .............ccoooevvii. 2 i ...31, 39

Derivatives ............ 13, 23-24 13,15
Directories ................. 1,8-10 [ (Z)oo26
Display .....cccceevviiiiininnn 11, 39 | Scaling and viewing..... 12-14
Editing .......ccccee 2-3, 20, 26 Simultaneous equations .... 15
[ENTER). cevveiveeviieeicee 3, 12 (SowE] and solving.......... 7 15
Errors and recovery ....... 4,30 s"Pc‘..................................... 2
[EQ LB weveeeveeiiieiicee 36-37 [STACK]. vvvviieiiiiiieiiiieees 2-4
([EQUATION) & EquationWriter 20 | (STAT)STAT)and statistics... 7, 26-27
SN21, 23-25 & storing values . 6-7, 15
Expressions...... 20-21, above Strings .........c.ccccocceeae. 1,11
Flags .......... 11, 21, 26, 78-80 | Summation .................... 7,26
Functions..... 1,12-14, 22,24 | (SYMBOLIC. ...ooevviiiinnnnn 21-25

Graphics environment ...7, 13 Symbolic results ....21, 23, 26
Graphics objects (grobs) ...30 |System information............ 39
HOME.oo7-8 | TAGS ovoveoeeeeeeeee 1
(/0) and data comm...... 32-33 | Taylor polynomials ............ 22
Inequalities .............cccoeee. 13 (TIME)oo31
Inputs and outputs ....... 28, 30 Troubleshooting........... 40-41
Integration ................... 24-25 [[UNDOJ. ..ooooviiiiiiiiiiiiiice 4
Interactive stack .................. 4 UNItSoo1,16-17
Isolating a variable ............ 22 [(VAR). ..o ...6,10,25
Key assignments......... 38-39 | Variables ....................... 6, 22
Keys ...cccovviinins 2-3,38-39  Vectors ................... 1,18-19
Libraries ................... 1,34-35 | Zooming .................. 7,12-13
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